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Abstract
Touch screens allow users to interact with virtual objects directly below their fingertips. The
proximity of input and output blurs the line between the physical and the virtual world,
allowing the interactions to feel natural. However, direct finger input has several limitations.
Compared to the tip of a graphics stylus, a fingertip is bigger and softer, making it more likely
to occlude the screen and generate ambiguous touch signals. Furthermore, touch screens
register any contact, making it more likely that they will respond to unintentional input,
such as pressing a button when a finger just brushes pass it. These two problems exemplify
issues in two types of input accuracy: space accuracy (“where it is being touched”) and state
accuracy (“whether it is being touched”).
In this thesis, we investigate space and state accuracy in four usage scenarios.
First, we focused on users with hand tremors, whose involuntary finger oscillation causes
them to miss targets and creates spurious touches and releases. To improve touch screen
accessibility, we investigated how tremors influence touch input. Then, we designed and
evaluated an alternative interaction technique that leverages the tremor movement charac-
teristics for more accurate input.
Second, we addressed a state accuracy problem in indirect multi-touch systems, in which
a horizontal multi-touch screen is used to control cursors on a vertical display for ergonomic
usage. We operationalized measures for state slips and compared four techniques for con-
trolling the state of cursors.
Third, we augmented touch screens with near-surface interaction by sensing fingers hov-
ering in a thin layer above the screen surface. We determined appropriate layer thickness to
minimize the likelihood that the fingers will slip out of the layer.
Finally, we tackled the problem where touch contacts drift away from buttons when users
employ touch screens without looking at them. Here, we assessed how magnetic forces
might substitute for vision by guiding the fingertips towards the button in these scenarios.
While the findings contribute to the body of scientific knowledge in each specific usage sce-
nario, the insights derived from all four scenarios in combination suggest strategies for de-
signing touch interaction techniques to maximize space and state accuracy.
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U¨berblick
Mittels Touchscreens ko¨nnen Nutzer direkt mit virtuellen Objekten unter ihren Fingern inter-
agieren. Da Eingabe und Ausgabe von Daten so eng zusammen liegen, schwindet die Gren-
ze von der physischen zur virtuellen Welt, wodurch sich Interaktionen ‘natu¨rlich’ anfu¨hlen.
Dennoch ist die direkte Eingabe mit dem Finger mit einigen Einschra¨nkungen verbunden:
Wenn man die Spitze eines Eingabestifts mit einem Finger vergleicht, ist letzterer gro¨sser
und weicher, was die pra¨zise Eingabe auf Touchscreens erschwert und leicht zu unbeab-
sichtigten Signalen fu¨hrt. Hier zeigen sich Probleme in zwei Arten der Eingabegenauigkeit:
Treffgenauigkeit (”wo wurde die Eingabe gemacht“) und Zustandsgenauigkeit (”wurde eine
Eingabe gemacht“).
In dieser Arbeit untersuchen wir Treffgenauigkeit und Zustandsgenauigkeit in vier Nut-
zungsszenarios:
Zuna¨chst stellen wir fest, dass Nutzer, die unter einem Handtremor leiden, durch unbeab-
sichtigtes Zittern Ziele verfehlen und ungewollte Eingaben verursachen. Um die Treffgenau-
igkeit zu verbessern, haben wir untersucht wie Muskelzittern die Eingabe auf Touchscreens
beeinflusst, eine Alternative zur Eingabe entwickelt, die o. g. Schwierigkeiten umgeht, und
diese ausgewertet.
Des Weiteren, sprechen wir ein ergonomisches Problem mit der Zustandsgenauigkeit bei
multi-touch Systemen an, bei denen horizontale Bildschirme zur Eingabe genutzt werden,
wa¨hrend die Ausgabe auf vertikalen Bildschirmen erfolgt. Wir haben Massnahmen gegen
ungewollte Zustandsa¨nderungen entwickelt und vier Methoden zur besseren Kontrolle des
Cursors verglichen.
Ferner, haben wir eine Verbesserung an Touchscreens mit oberfla¨chennahen Interaktions-
funktion vorgenommen, wobei mittels einer zusa¨tzlichen, hauchdu¨nnen Schicht auf dem
Bildschirm Fingeraktivita¨ten besser wahrgenommen werden ko¨nnen. Hierzu haben wir eine
geeignete Sta¨rke festgelegt, um ein Abrutschen des Fingers bei der Eingabe zu minimieren.
Zum Schluss sprechen wir ein weiteres Problem an, das sich mit dem Abdriften des Kon-
taktpunktes beim Dru¨cken von Schaltern befasst, wenn der Nutzer Touchscreens blind be-
nutzt. Hierbei bewerten wir magnetische Hilfsmittel, die den Nutzer bei der blinden An-
wendung fu¨hren.
Haben wir uns wa¨hrend dieser Arbeit zum Beitrag des Wissensbestandes mit jedem Szenario
individuell befasst, dienen alle vier zusammen als Anregung fu¨r die weitere Entwicklung
von Touchscreens, um Treff- und Zustandsgenauigkeit zu maximieren.
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
“The Golden Touch !” exclaimed he. “You certainly deserve
credit, friend Midas, for striking out so brilliant a conception.
But are you quite sure that this will satisfy you?”
“How could it fail?” said Midas.
—Hawthorne and Crane [1892]
A touch screen registers the location of fingers pressing on its sur- Touch screens are
prevalent and
versatile.
face for computer input, and visual output is displayed on the same
surface [Buxton et al., 1985, Hinckley, 2012]. It is expected that more
than two billion touch screen units will be shipped in 2016 [Hsieh,
2015]. They are used in a variety of sizes, from small wearables, mo-
bile phones, and laptop computers to large interactive public displays.
This versatility is partially due to the fact that many interaction tech- Some characteristics
of touch screens
benefit interaction
design
niques on touch screens allow users to behave and feel natural [Wig-
dor and Wixon, 2011]. Touch screens have several properties that can
be exploited for natural interaction: the proximity between the fin-
gertip input and the visual output, the high degrees of freedom from
multiple touches, and the spatial relationships of the virtual world
and the screen frame [Wigdor and Wixon, 2011].
Meanwhile, other characteristics of touch screens make interaction Other characteristics
make interaction
design challenging.
design challenging. The flat surface of touch screens provides lim-
ited tactile cues. It is hard for users to ascertain the location that
they touched without looking at the screen or receiving other forms
of feedback [Findlater et al., 2011]. In other situations, when users
2 1 Introduction
look at their touch, the point registered by the screen may still devi-
ate from where they intended. Lastly, unintended contacts from the
fingers or other body parts can be registered as input [Hinckley et al.,
2010]. These problems reduce the accuracy of touch input. But what
do we mean by accuracy?
Accuracy is a quality indicating “the states in which the system or theDefinition:
linebreakemphaccuracy user makes errors” [Lazar et al., 2010]. High accuracy is one of the
main goals of user interface design [Shneiderman et al., 2009]. The
accuracy of user interfaces is commonly evaluated with other aspects
such as speed or subjective satisfaction [Lazar et al., 2010]. There is
usually a compromise between accuracy and speed: achieving tasks
at higher speed usually yields lower accuracy [Lazar et al., 2010]. To
evaluate a user interface, specific aspects of accuracy are quantified
in accuracy measures. The generic accuracy measure is the error rate,Definition:
linebreakemphaccuracy
measures
which is the ratio between the number of successful attempts to the
total number of attempts. However, it is generally more insightful to
consider the aspect of accuracy that is specific to the task or user inter-
face. For input on touch screens, there are two well-known accuracy
problems: the fat finger problem and the Midas touch problem.
1.1 Two Accuracy Problems on Touch Screens
Physically, each touch on a touch screen creates a two-dimensionalThe fat finger
problem: fingertip
softness and
occlusion causes the
mismatch of
registered vs.
intended contact
point
contact area. However, touch screens generally represent each contact
area as a contact point for input processing. But which point should
represent the contact area? On graphics tablets, the solid tip of a stylus
yields a small contact area. Using any of the candidate points results
in an infinitesimal deviation from the user’s expectation. On touch
screens, however, the finger touch has a much larger contact area be-
cause human skin is compressible [Hinckley et al., 2010]. When an in-
correct point is used to represent a contact area, it is more noticeable.
Moreover, the finger itself occludes the user from seeing the exact po-
sition, resulting in additional inaccuracy [Vogel and Baudisch, 2007].
The inaccuracy in touch contact caused by the fat contact area and the
occlusion of the fingertip is dubbed the fat finger problem.
Immediate activation may result in accidental input when fingersThe Midas touch
problem: incorrectly
registering touch
brush or rest on the screen; this is known as the Midas touch problem
[Hinckley et al., 2010]. In Greek mythology, King Midas was blessed
with the ability to turn what he touched into gold. His initial satisfac-
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tion with the wealth he brought with his touches, he was devastated
after accidentally turned his daughter into gold. The first use of the
Midas touch (Image
adopted from
[Hawthorne and
Crane, 1892])
term “Midas touch” in HCI referred to a problem in gaze-based input
by Jacob [1991]. He discussed a naı¨ve interaction technique that acti-
vated any point that the user looked at. Since the eye movements are
caused by a mixture of voluntary and involuntary movements [Zhai
et al., 1999], this interaction technique is prone to activating locations
that the user does not intend. Hinckley et al. [2010], later, pointed out
that this problem applies to touch screens as well since every brushing
on the screen (e.g., by users’ palms) activates the screen.
1.2 Input Accuracy on Touch Screens
The fat finger problem and the Midas touch problem are examples of Two types of the
accuracy problems
are derived from
Buxton’s definition of
touch screens.
touch input accuracy problems. Fundamentally, from the input capa-
bility, a touch screen “can sense that it is being touched, and where it is
being touched” [Buxton et al., 1985]. Based on this definition, we de-
rive two types of touch input accuracy: the accuracy of the input state
(“whether it is being touched”) and the accuracy of the input position
(“where it is being touched”). Below, we explain how the fat finger
problem and the Midas touch problem relate to these two types. For
common understanding, we use the basic terms in Box 1.
BOX 1: BASIC TERMS (AN EXCERPT FROM [HINCKLEY, 2012])
Input device An input device is a transducer that senses physical properties of people,
places, or things.
Conceptual model A conceptual model is a coherent model that users visualize about
the function of a system—what the system is, how it works, and how it will respond
to users’ input. Thus users can determine what input they need to give to the system
to achieve desired result.
Interaction technique An interaction technique is the fusion of input and output, con-
sisting of all hardware and software elements, that provides a way for the user to ac-
complish a task for a particular conceptual model.
User interface A user interface is the representation of a system—the summation of all
its input devices, conceptual models, and interaction techniques—with which the user
interacts.
4 1 Introduction
1.2.1 Space Accuracy
As described above, touch screens may register contact points in a po-
sition that deviates from where the user intended. However, how the
user experiences a touch system may not necessarily be altered if the
deviation is sufficiently small. In other words, there is a margin of errorMargin of error in
touch contact
depends on the task.
that is tolerable for positional deviation for each task. For example,
in a handwriting application, the position of each stroke in a charac-
ter influences the character’s legibility as a whole. Such an application
would demand a smaller margin of error than a calculator application,
which typically has only twenty buttons on the entire screen. On theThe fat finger
problem, too,
depends on the task.
same touch screen, users are more likely to experience the fat finger
problem in the handwriting application than in the calculator applica-
tion. With the concept of acceptable margin of error, we define space
accuracy as follow.
SPACE ACCURACY:
Space accuracy is the quality of the user interface that allows the
user to specify the position of input as intended within a desirable
margin of error.
Definition:
Space accuracy
Besides the fat finger problem, there are other situations where theAnother example:
drifts in eyes-free
input
space accuracy is reduced. For example, in a touch D-pad controller,
there are several buttons that the user repeatedly taps with the thumbs
(Figure 1.1). In eyes-free input, which is when the visual attention is
elsewhere on the screen, the thumb may drift away from the buttons
because of the absence of tactile cues.
These space accuracy problems stem from different parts of the userSpace accuracy is
influenced by input
device, conceptual
model, interaction
technique
interface: the input device, the conceptual model, or the interaction
technique. As discussed above, the fat finger problem is inherent to
the input device and the conceptual model of touch. It is possible to
alleviate the fat finger problem by improving the contact point recog-
nition algorithm to match users’ conceptual model of touch [Holz and
Baudisch, 2011]. For eyes-free drifting and motor disability, however,
new interaction techniques are needed. In the D-pad controller ex-
ample, drifting is irrelevant if the controller widget is changed to a
virtual joystick (Figure 1.2): the user slides the thumb in the desired
direction instead of tapping on directional buttons without lifting the
thumb from the screen.
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Figure 1.1: Directional controller (D-pad) in a game. The user’s finger
has to home onto the directional buttons. Sometimes, the finger drifts
away from the buttons due to the absence of tactile cues, reducing
space accuracy. (Image from Random Heroes, Ravenous Games Inc.)
Figure 1.2: Touch screen virtual analog joystick can be controlled with-
out lifting the thumb from the screen, hence, suffer less from space
inaccuracy. (Image from Urban Crimes, Gameloft)
1.2.2 State Accuracy
In the Midas touch problem, the screen registers the contact points that The Midas touch
problem concerns
the accuracy of
registering input
state.
were produced unintentionally. The inaccuracy occurs not in the space
of the screen but in the state of each touch. In general, each transducer
on the touch screen is capable of distinguishing two states: whether
it is being touched, or there is no contact in range. The presence or
absence of physical contact changes between the two states. To for-
mulate this input capability, Buxton [1990] used a finite state machine
model as described in Box 2.
6 1 Introduction
BOX 2: THE STATE MODEL OF GRAPHICAL INPUT
Buxton [1990] modelled each input device using a finite state machine with three pos-
sible types of states:
State 0: when user movements are not interpreted as action (out of range)
State 1: when user movements control cursors (tracking)
State 2: when user movements control virtual objects (dragging)
Interaction techniques are needed to switch among these input states. Such techniques
can be implemented in hardware or software, or they can be simple physical actions
taken by the user. Reliable state transitions are essential for designing interaction tech-
niques [Hinckley, 2012].
For example, a graphics tablet with a stylus is a device that can register all three input
states (Figure 1.3, left). When the stylus is far from the tablet, it is out of the range of the
sensors on the tablet surface. Any movements of the stylus do not influence the system
(state 0). When the stylus is in range of the tablet sensor, moving the stylus causes the
cursor to move on the screen (state 1). Depressing the tip of the stylus activates virtual
objects (e.g., depressing a button) below the cursor (state 2).
A computer mouse registers state 1 by default and state 2 when a button is depressed
(Figure 1.3, middle). (A mouse with multiple buttons can have multiple instances of
state 2.) Similar to the case of graphics tablet, state 1 is used to track cursors on the
screen to preview the location, the action (e.g., showing tooltip), or properties of the
action (e.g., the brush size in graphics software). When switching between state 1 and
2, users receive distinct tactile feedback from the mouse buttons.
In contrast, a majority of touch screens only differentiate between state 0 and state 2,
on the presence and absence of touch contact, respectively [Hinckley, 2012] (Figure 1.3,
right). Compared with mouse and stylus tablets, the absence of state 1 makes it hard
for users to specify the precise location on the screen. For example, in touch painting
software, it is hard to draw small details without resorting to zooming interfaces. The
lack of distinct tactile feedback also makes touch screens prone to accidentally switch-
ing input states. For example, a virtual button may be accidentally activated when a
finger brushes over it.
Tracking Dragging
Depress button
Release button
1 2
Out of range Tracking Dragging
Stylus lift
Stylus on Tip depress
Tip release
1 20
Out of range Dragging
Releasetouch
Touchcontact
20
Figure 1.3: Input states of graphics tablet with a stylus, mouse, and touch screen
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Figure 1.4: An experiment on mechanical coupling among fingers. Left: a schematic of the
device used to measure the coupling. Right: A trace of finger movement. The presence of
movement amplitude apart from the cells on the main diagonal indicates coupling. (Image
adopted from Lang and Schieber [2004])
According to the input state model, the Midas touch problem is a
mismatch between the input state in the user’s conceptual model
(dwelling in state 0) and the state that was registered (transitioned
to state 1). The Midas touch problem is the lack of state accuracy.
STATE ACCURACY:
State accuracy is the quality of the user interface that allows the user
to transition among input states as intended.
Definition:
State accuracy
Problems in state accuracy may result from anatomical limitation. In Anatomical
limitations may
threaten state
accuracy.
particular, fingers on the same hand, especially the index, middle, and
ring fingers, are mechanically coupled [Lang and Schieber, 2004] , as
shown in Figure 1.4. In the history of music, this coupling is known
as the Schumann slip [Jaynes, 1996] , named for a famous pianist who
tried to force his ring finger to be independent via a mechanical con-
traption and ended up ruining his right ring finger.
Space accuracy and state accuracy may be threatened by the same Both space accuracy
and state accuracy
may be threatened
by the same
phenomenon.
source. For example, a motor disability such as hand tremor, for ex-
ample, causes involuntary movements in the hands and fingers. These
movements may deviate the user’s touch from the intended position
8 1 Introduction
(reducing space accuracy) as well as oscillate the fingertip on and off
the screen (reducing state accuracy).
Beyond these two types of touch input accuracy are other task-specificThese low-level
space and state
accuracy influences
higher-level accuracy
accuracies such as text entry, pointing, or strokes. The state accuracy
and space accuracy can influence many of these high-level accuracy
measures. For example, the text entry error rate can be lowered if
the users are unable to position a finger on a button (low space ac-
curacy) or unable to prevent a finger from accidentally tapping the
button (low state accuracy). In the following chapters, we use some of
these high-level measures to reflect the state and the space accuracy.
1.3 Usage Scenarios and Contributions
The problems of space accuracy, state accuracy, or both can stem fromFour usage
scenarios represent
four components of
interactive systems.
different parts of the user interface. According to Dix et al. [2003], in-
teractive systems comprise four major components: the user, system,
input, and output (Figure 1.5). In this thesis, we take a look at four
usage scenarios; each represents one component in this framework.
User System
Input
Output
Figure 1.5: Dix et al.’s framework of interactive systems. (Diagram
created by the author based on Dix et al. [2003])
In the first scenario, we show how a motor disability threatens to re-Chapter 2 concerns
state and space
inaccuracy caused
by hand tremor.
duce space and state accuracy. In particular, we focus on tremors,
which are involuntary oscillating movements. When using a touch
screen, users with hand tremor make spurious and deviating contact
points, resulting in input inaccuracy. In Chapter 2, we quantify how
tremor symptoms influence touch screen usage. From this knowledge,
we designed and evaluated Swabbing, an interaction technique that
improves the state and space accuracy for this user group.
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The second scenario concerns the accuracy issue in the indirect multi- Chapter 3 presents
state inaccuracy in
indirect multi-touch
form factor.
touch form factor. Such systems combine two touch screens: a horizon-
tal touch screen receives multi-touch input, and a vertical screen pro-
vides visual output. This combination allows the user to sit upright
during usage, which is considered ergonomic [Marras, 2012]. How-
ever, the separation of the input and output surface makes it hard to
land the finger accurately on intended targets [Schmidt et al., 2009], re-
sulting in space inaccuracy. Adding the cursor tracking state (state 1)
is one solution for the space inaccuracy. However, since touch screen
hardware inherently senses state 0 and 1, an interaction technique is
needed. In Chapter 3, we operationalize state inaccuracy in the indi-
rect touch system and describe an evaluation of four candidate inter-
action techniques.
In the third scenario, we consider an expansion of touch screen sens- Chapter 4 describes
state inaccuracy in
near-surface input.
ing capability that allows tracking of the position of the fingertip near
the surface. Near-surface input can be treated differently from on-
surface touches and thus increase the possible interaction vocabulary
of the user interface. However, this extension creates a continuum of
space on-surface, near-surface, and out-of-range space, without clear
visible or tactile boundaries. As a result, state inaccuracy can occur
when the finger drifts from one area to another. To minimize state
inaccuracy an appropriate layer thickness is required. We explored
these parameters through user studies described in Chapter 4.
Besides expanding possible interaction designs, we consider how Chapter 5 concerns
alleviation of space
inaccuracy using
near-surface haptic
cue.
near-surface tracking can alleviate space inaccuracy in typical touch
screen input. In the fourth scenario, we envisioned a system that—in
addition to near-surface tracking—provides haptic cues to the finger
before touching the surface. Chapter 5 describes FingerFlux, a proto-
type of such a system that creates haptic cues through electromagnetic
vibration. We evaluated how such a system prevents the finger from
drifting from the target on the screen.
In summary, this thesis makes the following contributions:
1. To improve accessibility of touch screens for users with hand
tremor, we designed and evaluated the Swabbing input tech-
nique which improves both space accuracy and state accuracy.
2. To enable indirect multi-touch form factors, we operationalized
measures for state accuracy specific to this form factor, and em-
pirically evaluated four state-switching techniques.
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Swabbing
makes
touch screens
accessible
Indirect multi-touch
setup allows
extended use
The near-surface input 
expands input channel
FingerFlux expands output channel
Figure 1.6: Contribution summary according to Dix et al.’s framework
3. To ensure state accuracy in the input techniques that use signals
from finger hovering near-surface, we empirically determined a
thickness for the near-surface input layer.
4. To improve space accuracy, we developed the FingerFlux, a sys-
tem that guides the fingertip on- and near-surface with electro-
magnetic actuation.
These contributions are summarized in Figure 1.6, according to Dix
et al.’s framework.
1.4 What’s New?
Works described in this thesis are a subset of the findings that were
previously published. These publications ranged from co-authored
peer-reviewed articles, to several bachelor’s and master’s theses that
were supervised by the author.
This thesis differs from the previous publications in two major aspects.1. Organization
under the concepts
of space and state
accuracy.
The first aspect is the organization of these works under the umbrella
of state accuracy and space accuracy. Conceptually, the two types of
accuracy can be viewed as two dimensions of the input accuracy prob-
lem space. Each of the four chapters provides a data point in this
problem space.
Secondly, this manuscript provides a revised data analysis. In our2. Data analysis with
the statistical
estimation paradigm
previous publications, we analyzed data collected from user studies
using null-hypothesis significance testing (NHST) paradigm, which
was the best process to my knowledge at the time of each publication.
However, NHST has several flaws. In particular, it biases the inter-
pretation of results towards dichotomous thinking [Dragicevic, 2015].
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In this manuscript, the author re-analyzed data using statistical esti-
mation paradigm, which emphasizes on estimating effect sizes and
their uncertainty. As a result, the findings and discussion in this thesis
may differ from previous publications. When a discrepancy occurs,
the differences are discussed.
For additional materials such as R code for data analysis and errata,
see http://chat.info/driftsslipsmisses.
“...the scientists who embraces a new paradigm is like the man
wearing inverting lenses. Confronting the same constellation of
objects as before and knowing that he does so, he nevertheless
finds them transformed through and through in many of their
details.” —Kuhn [2012]
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Chapter 2
Improving Touch Screen
Accessibility for Users with
Hand Tremors
Tremors in the upper limb influence space and state accuracy of touch Hand tremor
degrades space and
state accuracy.
input. The oscillation parallel to the screen plane may cause the
contact point to deviate from the intended position. The oscillation
orthogonal to the screen plane may cause the finger to repeatedly
bounce on and off the screen.
Despite these difficulties, touch screens are still appealing for people Current assistive
features are
inadequate
with hand tremor. Anthony et al. [2013] surveyed YouTube videos of
touch screen users with hand tremor. The results indicate that assis-
tive features implemented in current touch screen operating systems
Publications: The work in this chapter is a collaboration with Alexander Mertens. The author is
responsible in creating tremor measurement hardware, designed swabbing gesture recognizer, de-
signing the experiments, and analyzing data from the experiments. Part of this work was first pub-
lished as a short paper at the CHI 2011 conference [Wacharamanotham et al., 2011], then as a poster
at DGN 2011 [Mertens et al., 2011], a book chapter [Mertens et al., 2012], and a workshop paper
at CHI 2013 [Wacharamanotham et al., 2013]. Early iterations of Swabbing was implemented and
evaluated in several theses supervised by the author: Hurtmanns [2011] implemented and evaluated
the first version of swabbing and collected data for tremor characterization. Huck [2012] improved
the implementation and conducted the study evaluating different opening angles. Kehrig [2013] re-
implemented swabbing in multi-touch tablets and dealt with edge cases in the vertical swabbing as
well as multi-touch handling. He also implemented the swabbing browser and conducted the longi-
tudinal study.
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Dentate 
nucleus
Inferior olive
Thalamus
Red nucleus
Motor cortex
Figure 2.1: Tremor network as identified by [Sharifi et al., 2014]1. The
complex relationship among different parts of the brain still make cur-
ing tremor out of reach.
are still inadequate for this user group. However, many of the usersUsers modify their
touch screen with
home-made
hardware.
came up with ad hoc modification to improve accessibility, such as
adding cardboard barriers or putting a plastic bag onto the screen.
In this chapter, we investigate how the space and state accuracy is in-
fluenced by tremor, and we propose and evaluate an interaction tech-
nique to improve the accuracy. But what exactly is a tremor?
2.1 Hand Tremor
The Movement Disorder Society defines tremor as “rhythmical, invol-Definition:
linebreakemphtremor untary oscillatory movement of a body part” [Deuschl et al., 1998].
They distinguish between temporary physiologic tremors (caused by,
e.g., sore muscles or alcohol consumption), and chronic pathologic
tremors, which are found in people with neurological disorders, such
as multiple sclerosis, strokes, or brain injuries. These disorders dam-
age brain regions involved in motor control, especially motor cor-
tex, thalamus, and dentate nucleus [Sharifi et al., 2014] (Figure 2.1).
Abnormal neurological firings in these regions cause muscles to in-Causes of pathologic
tremors voluntarily rapidly contract and relax, resulting in a tremor. Because
of the complexity of the brain regions involved, tremor oscillation in
each patient is variable by numerous factors such as mood, movement
conditions, and medication.
1Image created by the author based on illustrations by Patrick J. Lynch, medical
illustrator; C. Carl Jaffe, MD, cardiologist (Creative Commons Attribution)
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2.1.1 Treatments
Medical science is still grappling with diseases that cause tremors. Deep brain
stimulation is a
temporary solution
with several
drawbacks.
However, in severe cases, the tremor can be suppressed by implanting
electrodes that generate high frequency impulses in thalamus to block
abnormal signals from activating muscles. This procedure is called
deep brain stimulation (DBS). Implanting a battery-powered DBS typ-
ically requires three to six hours of awake brain surgery. When the
stimulation device is turned on, there are possible side effects such as
speech difficulties, involuntary facial contraction, and confusion Beric
et al. [2001]. When the device is turned off the tremor resurfaces.
Recently, Elias et al. [2013] useed MRI-guided ultrasound to stimulate A less invasive
ultrasound treatment
is still under
development.
thalamus. The operation is done with the patient’s skull intact, and
the effect lasts for several years. Nevertheless, this technology is still
nascent. As of 2013, only 15 patients were treated, and there are sev-
eral side effects such as motor and speech problems.
2.1.2 Classification
There are many classification schemes for pathologic tremors [Deuschl Two common
syndromes: essential
tremor and
parkinsonian tremor.
et al., 1998]. They can be classified by syndrome such as essential tremor
(which is the most common type of tremor) and parkinsonian tremor
(which is associated to Parkinson’s disease). The syndromic classifica-
tion is useful for choosing the right medical treatment.
However, a patient diagnosed with one syndrome may exhibit the Intention tremor
occurs in
goal-directed
movements.
tremor in different movement conditions. The phenomenological clas-
sification concerns the following two conditions that may activate
tremors: Rest tremor occurs when the affected body part is idle and
supported. Action tremor occurs with voluntary muscle contraction.
One subtype of the action tremor is intention tremor that occurs in goal-
directed movement such as aiming to press a button on a touch screen.
In this thesis, we focus on users with intention tremor.
In a door-to-door survey conducted in a province in Turkey, Dogu Intention tremor
affects 2% of people
aged 40 years or
older.
et al. [2003] estimated that essential tremor affects 4% of the popula-
tion older than 40 years. Louis et al. [2009] found that 44.3% of people
with essential tremor have the intention tremor. Aggregating these
results together, we can estimate that intention tremor is present in
around 2% of the world population older than 40 years.
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Lastly, tremors can be classified by oscillation frequency into low (<4Tremors can also be
classified by the
oscillation frequency.
Hz), medium (4–7 Hz), and high (>7 Hz). The relationship between
syndromic, phenomenological, and frequency classification is shown
in (Figure 2.2).
Diagnosis Frequency
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Neuropathic tremor
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Psychogenic tremor
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Task- and position-
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Orthostatic tremor
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*
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Figure 2.2: Tremor syndrome, oscillation frequency, and activation conditions. Syndromes
found in our participants are emphasized in bold. (Image created by the author based on
[Deuschl et al., 1998].)
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2.2 Related Work
We first describe investigations of tremor effect on touch screen usage
and guidelines. Then, we describe alternative interaction techniques.
2.2.1 Touch Screen Tapping for Users with Hand Tremor
Motor disabilities have been found to degrade user experience with Button size for
tremor:touch screens. Previous works investigated tapping, which is a com-
mon interaction technique. Chen et al. [2013] compared button sizes
(10–30 mm square) for users with and without motor disabilities (12
users with tremor) in a four-digit number entering task. In terms of
30 mm,
true sizeerror rate, their able-bodied participants reached plateau at the button
size 20 mm. However, the error rate from the participants with dis-
abilities still improved from the enlargement up to 30 mm. Even in
the largest button, the error rate was more than twice larger in the dis-
abled group than in the able-bodied group. Therefore, space accuracy
of touch screen tapping is deteriorated because of hand tremors.
State accuracy is also influenced by tremors. Irwin and Sesto [2012] State inaccuracy
occurred from
repetitive touches
found that users with motor disability generate 1.5 times more taps
than able-bodied users in a reciprocal tapping experiment. In a study
on mobile phone text entry for elderly users (eight of them have hand
tremor), Nicolau and Jorge [2012] found a strong correlation between
the strength of hand tremor and the number of times their users unin-
tentionally repeated tapping on the same key.
Improving touch screen tapping is challenging. Montague et al. [2014] Tap gesture
recognizer needs to
be session-specific,
but the required
training is impractical
for real use.
used a sudoku puzzle application on an iPod Touch (3.5 inch touch
screen) to collect tapping input from users with motor disabilities (9
participants, 7 with tremors) in four weeks. These input data were
used to train two probabilistic gesture recognizers: user-specific and
session-specific. They were compared to the default iPod Touch tap
recognizer, yielded 85% cross-validation accuracy. The results show
that, to accommodate motor disabilities, training gesture recognizers
per user is not enough (79.7% accuracy); they need to be trained per
usage session (95.1%). However, this training would be impractical in
real use (200 training taps, in Montague et al. [2014]’s work).
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2.2.2 Alternative Interaction Techniques on Touch Screens
Instead of improving tapping, several works proposed using alterna-Move the cursor
crossing over a
target to select.
tive input methods, one of such is goal crossing: swiping the finger (or
using a computer mouse to move the cursor) across a target to select
it. Wobbrock and Gajos [2008] evaluated goal crossing with trackball
and mouse input. They found that goal crossing improves stability of
cursor motion. However, Nicolau et al. [2014] found that goal cross-
target ing on touch screens yielded similar error rate as tapping in users with
tetraplegic. To date, there was no study on touch screen goal crossing
specifically in users with hand tremors. We speculate that tremors
may cause sporadic lifts when the finger is about to cross the targets,
resulting in a miss.
Barrier Pointing used physical edges of the screen to help stabilizingPhysical barriers are
used to stabilize
stylus motion.
stylus on touch displays [Froehlich et al., 2007]. In this technique, se-
lection targets are placed near the edge of the screen. To select a tar-
get, users move the stylus to the edge next to the target and perform
a gesture, such as, swiping the stylus to a corner. When applying this
target
physical
barrier technique to finger touch input, target occlusion could be problematic
because fingers are much larger than the tip of styluses. Neverthe-
less, Anthony et al. [2013] found that some users attached home-made
physical barriers to their touch screens in order to use them with spe-
cific applications.
In an informal observation Mertens et al. [2010] found that users withInformal observation:
sliding on the screen
stabilizes the finger
hand tremor can use the surface of the screen to stabilize their fin-
ger while making swiping gesture across the screen without break-
ing. They speculate two causes of the increased stabilization: (1) The
friction between the finger pad and the screen surface limits the os-
cillation. (2) The lack of breaking allows the latter part of the swip-
ing movement to be less intentional, hence reducing intention tremor
symptom. They proposed TRABING design pattern that employs di-
rectional swiping to select targets aligned on the edge of the screen.
In a preliminary Wizard-of-Oz study, they found that the technique
was easy to learn and the participants had positive attitude towards
the technique. In this chapter, we further develop and evaluate this
interaction design concept.
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2.3 Characterizing Tremors during Touch Input
The first principle of ability-based design stated that “designers will We designed the
interaction technique
based on what users
can do.
focus on ability not dis-ability, striving to leverage all that users can
do.” [Wobbrock et al., 2011]. Hence, to design a touch screen interac-
tion technique for users with hand tremor, we began by investigating
how tremors influence touch screen usage. In particular, we investi-
gated how tremor symptoms manifest during tapping and swiping.
2.3.1 Apparatus
Previous works that quantify tremor in stationary or goal-directed An accelerometer
was attached to the
index finger with a
velcro ring.
movements (e.g., [Roels et al., 1983, Giuffrida et al., 2009]) attached ac-
celerometers to users’ limbs. Similarly, we attached one GForce3D-33
accelerometer GForce3D-33 accelerometer2 to the back of the extreme
joint of the index finger (dominant hand) with a velcro ring. This ring
left the entire fingertip uncovered as shown in Figure 2.3.1. The X-axis
and Y-axis of the accelerometer pointed along the width and height
of the screen, respectively. The Z-axis of the accelerometer was par-
allel to the normal vector of the screen plane. The accelerometer was
connected with an Arduino, which streamed the acceleration data to
a computer (effective sampling frequency 20 Hz). The test was per-
formed on a horizontal touch screen. A static crosshair was shown on
the screen. No visual feedback was provided for any actions.
2.3.2 Procedure
We asked our users to use their index finger in four conditions on a Independent
variable: four
conditions (midair,
resting, tapping, and
swiping)
touch screen: (1) hold the finger still in midair, (2) resting the finger
on the screen, (3) repeatedly tapping on the screen, and (4) swiping the
finger to the left and right, along the width of the screen. The midair
and the resting conditions were used to provide a frame of reference.
Since we focused on users with intention tremor, having to hold their
fingers still in midair was expected to result in highest oscillation. The
resting gesture should yield less oscillation than others. For tapping
and swiping, we asked the users to pace each action once per second.
Each action was recorded for 10 seconds.
2http://infusionsystems.com/catalog/product info.php/products id/157
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slight markedmoderate severe 1 cm
Figure 2.3: Spiralometry test: Participants were asked to draw a spiral inside the track. The
distance of the trace from a smoothed path was used to determine the degree of tremor.
(Image modified from [Wacharamanotham et al., 2011].)
2.3.3 Participants
We recorded data from nine participants (3 females, average age 74),Nine participants
with various intention
tremor strength
all with intention tremor. According to the spiralometry test (Figure
2.3), we had one participant with a slight tremor (deviation from spiral
<0.5 cm), three moderate (0.5 – 1 cm), two marked (1–2 cm), and three
severe (>2 cm).
2.3.4 Data Analysis
We trimmed the first and the last second of each action to preventAcceleration data is
analyzed in the
frequency domain.
extreme movements corresponding to the onset and the ending of the
task. Then, we converted the accelerometer data from each axis into
the frequency domain by applying a Fourier transformation. Figure
2.4 shows the transformation of data from one user.
Although the center frequency of tremor had outsanding amplitude inWe used 3–9 Hz
frequency range. Fourier spectrum, a modulation in frequency, amplitude, or both may
occur and result in peaks in several frequencies [Gresty and Buckwell,
1990]. Therefore, we used a range of frequencies in our analyis, similar
to Veluvolu and Ang [2011]3. We used a band-pass filter in the 3–
9 Hz range to remove the low frequency (1 Hz, from the assigned
movement in the task, e.g., tapping) and the high frequency (from the
accelerometer noise). The 3–9 Hz range covers the medium tremor
frequency [Deuschl et al., 1998].
3 In our previous publication, we used only the top frequency peaks when they
were higher than 0.1 G [Wacharamanotham et al., 2011]. See the Discussion section
below.
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Figure 2.4: Examples of accelerometer data (top panels) and their
Fourier transformation (bottom panels). The amplitudes in the tremor
frequency range was increased by tapping, but swiping yields rela-
tively low amplitudes. The frequency region we used in the analysis
is highlighted. All data shown here were captured from the same par-
ticipant (moderate tremor).
Each trial is represented by the integral of amplitudes in this fre- Bootstrapping mean
and confidence
intervals of amplitude
integral over the
frequency range
quency range. The more severe the tremor, the higher the integral
value. In plots below, we show means and their 95% confidence in-
tervalof the integral obtained from all users. To calculate means, we
used ordinary non-parametric bootstrapping (10,000 replicates) on the
data across all users. CIs were calculated with the bias-corrected and
accelerated method (BCa). Some confidence intervals are asymmetric,
which reflects the distribution of the data. As for the within-subjects
differences, we used the data from tapping action as a baseline.
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2.3.5 Results
The chart shows the integral of amplitude in each of the axes from allAs expected, resting
condition yielded the
least tremor.
participants. Since all of our users had intention tremor, the integral is
relatively low in the resting condition than in others in all three axes.
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The charts below display the within-subjects differences with the tapTapping yielded
tremor similar to
holding the finger in
midair.
condition as a baseline. For the conditions that are likely to show less
tremor, CIs are left from zero. The result can be interpreted in con-
text by comparing to the midair condition (in which tremors should
be severest) and to the resting condition (in which tremors should be
mildest). The CIs of the resting condition are left from zero in all three
accelerometer axes, suggesting that the resting condition resulted in
less oscillation than the tap condition, as expected for users with in-
tention tremor. Zero is well within the CI of the midair condition in
all three axes, indicating that the oscillation in tapping is comparable
to holding the finger in midair.
X Y Z
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●Rest
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The CIs of the swiping condition are left from zero on both the Y-Swiping yielded less
tremor in Y- and
Z-axis.
and the Z-axes, suggesting that swiping yielded less oscillation than
tapping in these axes. These CIs are shorter on the Y-axis than on the
Z-axis, suggesting that the difference is likely to be more consistent on
the Y-axis. On the X-axis, zero is well inside the CI, indicating that the
oscillation on the X-axis is comparable to tapping.
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2.3.6 Discussion
The results support earlier observations in [Mertens et al., 2010]. Com- Swiping trajectory
seems to be
influenced less from
tremors.
X
Y
Z
pared with tapping, tremor oscillation is less severe in the swiping
gesture. Nevertheless, the oscillation still occurred in the direction or-
thogonal to the screen plane (Z) and the direction of movement (X).
Hence, using the swiping gesture directly for input would still suffer
from the intermittent finger lifts from the screen and moving back and
forth, left). The lower oscillation on the Y-axis indicates that tremors
influence less in the orientation of the overall trajectory of movement.
In the previously published paper [Wacharamanotham et al., 2011], Current analysis
captured richer
information and
agreed with previous
analysis.
we used only the highest frequency peak that is higher than 0.1 G for
analysis. We compared the amplitude of the peaks between the four
gestures and compared whether the amplitude of the peak was either
lower or higher in different gestures. The results indicated that swip-
ing lowers the peak on the Z-axis in most of the participants. This
agrees with the analysis described above. Nevertheless, in the pre-
vious analysis, we were unable to capture the oscillation of nearby
frequencies that may result from the amplitude or frequency modula-
tion. Besides, the analysis above allows us to quantify the magnitude
of within-subjects difference, aggregated across participants.
Since the trajectory of swiping movement is less perturbed by tremors,
we designed a selection technique based on the swiping gesture.
2.4 Swabbing Interaction Design
From the related work and the result of the previous section, hand Inaccuracy in touch
input for users with
hand tremors.
tremors degrade the user experience of tapping. The involuntary os-
cillation on screen plane (the X- and Y-axis) reduces space accuracy, re-
sulting in missing the target. The oscillation orthogonal to the screen
plane (the Z-axis) reduces state accuracy, resulting in spurious tap-
ping. For the swiping gesture, the Z-axis oscillation results in uninten-
Out of range Swiping
Releasetouch
Touchcontact
20
tional lifts. In summary, according to the current state model of touch
input, hand tremors reduce state and space accuracy at the transitions
between state 0 to state 2, and in the dwelling in state 2.
As an alternative input method, we leveraged the reduction of tremor
oscillation during swiping on the Y- and the Z-axis to design the swab-
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Figure 2.5: Swabbing target placement (a), selection (b), an invalid configuration of target
placements (c), and an extension that allows swabbing from the edge of the screen (d, e).
bing input technique. In a nutshell, to select a target with the swabbingDefinition:
linebreakemphswabbing technique, users swipe a finger towards the desired target (Figure 2.5a,
b). The direction of the smoothed touch trace determines the selection
target. Since trajectory is used to select a target, two targets should not
be placed along the same movement trajectory (Figure 2.5c). To max-Target placement
constraints imize the swiping area for better trajectory estimation, we placed tar-
gets on the edges of the screen, and we designated the middle of the
screen as the starting area. In section 2.4.2, we will describe a mod-
ification that allows swabbing from the edge of the screen to allow
stacking the targets (Figure 2.5d, e).
Superficially, swabbing is swiping with enhanced thresholding. The
key difference, however, lies in the smoothing function in the gesture
recognizer and the visual feedback.
2.4.1 Swabbing Gesture Recognizer
Since swabbing is a single-touch input technique, we first describe theSwabbing recognizer
for single-touch input swabbing gesture recognizer by assuming that there is, at maximum,
one contact point present on the display at the same time. Later in this
section, we describe how to handle multi-touch input.
The swabbing recognizer is a continuous gesture recognizer with fourThresholds for state
transitions are
iteratively tested with
three users.
states as shown in Figure 2.6. Each state transition governs by sev-
eral spatial or temporal thresholds. We determined these thresholds
from an informal testing with three users with slight to moderate hand
tremor. Below, we describe each transition and associated thresholds.
Starting from the Out-of-range state, the input of swabbing gesture rec-Touch events are
segmented by 250
ms gaps.
ognizer is a stream of touchm events t1, t2, t3, . . . , tm. Each event com-
prises a screen coordinate (xi, yi; i ∈ 1, 2, 3, . . . ,m), a type (land-on,
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Out of range Possible Aiming Recognized
Release
touch
longer
than 250 ms
Touchcontact
Moved more than
40.63 mm from 
the first contact
Retracted
movement
to be within 
40.63 mm from
the first contact
No touch
events longer
than 250 ms
Figure 2.6: The state model of the swabbing gesture recognizer.
move, or lift-off), and a timestamp (Time(ti)). To tolerate the inter-
mittent lifts (Z-axis oscillation), we ignored the distinction between
land-on and lift-off types. Instead, the swabbing recognizer consid- first point
latest point
ers successive touch events occurred within 250 ms of each other to
be in the same gesture: Time(ti) − Time(ti − 1) < 250 ms, for all
i ∈ 2, 3, 4, . . . ,m. This set of m touch events are considered a possible
swabbing gesture. Hence, the recognizer is now in the Possible state.
To shift from the Possible state to the Aiming state, the recognizer con- Aiming state is
triggered when the
movement exceeds
40.62 mm
siders the 2D Euclidean distance between the latest touch event (ti)
and the first event (t1): di =
√
(xi − x1)2 + (yi − y1)2. When di ex-
ceeds 40.62 mm, the recognizer shifts into the Aiming state.
Here, the trajectory of the touches are calculated by fitting a linear A linear regression of
the touch points
represents the
trajectory
regression y = α + βx. We used the method of ordinary least squares
(OLS) to calculate regression parameters α and β. Hence, at the i-th
touch event, the parameters are determined as follow:
x =
∑i
j=1 xj
i ; y =
∑i
j=1 yj
i
β =
∑i
j=1 (xj−x)(yj−y)∑i
j=1 (xj−x)2
α = y − βx
From the linear regression, we are able to narrow down two direc- The trajectory
determines the
target.
tions (at the two ends of the regression line) of targets. Only the target
that the touch trace moves towards is a potential selection. In other
words, we chose the target k that has lower 2D Eucledian distance be-
tween the center of the target (ck,x, ck,y) and the latest coordinate (xi,
yi). At this point, it is possible to provide intermediate visual feed-
back, which is described in section 2.4.3. The linear regression is up-
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dated when the new touch points are detected. This allows users to
refine their selection when necessary. We tested with weighted regres-
sion (e.g., by giving more weight to the recent touch points), but we
found that using all points yielded better numerical stability.
If users lift the finger longer than 250 ms in the Aiming state, the aimedFinishing and
cancelling the
gesture
target is selected. This changes the recognizer to the Recognized state
and resets the recognizer. Cancelling swabbing is possible, in the Aim-
ing state, the user can move the finger back to the starting point, re-
ducing the distance di to be less than 40.62 mm.
2.4.2 Target Placement and Bi-directional Swabbing
Intention tremor aggravates in goal-directed movements. Therefore,To reduce the
number of
goal-directed
movements, targets
were placed on the
edges of the screen.
we minimized the number of aiming required for swabbing. Once the
swabbing gesture recognizer is in the Aiming state, users may lift the
finger to select a target at anytime. To accommodate extreme tremors,
we placed the targets on the edges of the screen. This allows users
to continue the movement beyond the screen without having to aim
where to stop. Some possible target layouts are shown in Figure 2.7a,
b. We chose to use the radial layout over the linear layout to avoid
relying on (x, y) coordinates of the initial contact point, which is likely
to be unreliable from tremor oscillation.
In a later evaluation, we found that swabbing in the upward directionWe avoided
swabbing in the
upward direction
because this
movement pulls the
nail bed.
(away from the user’s body) is difficult for many users. During the
upward swipes, the friction between the screen surface and the finger
pad pulls the the nail bed, which is more fragile than the skin in other
directions of the finger pad. Therefore, we limited the possible open-
ing angle to 270◦, omitting the 90◦ in the upward direction, as shown
in Figure 2.7c. (For more details, see [Huck, 2012].)
Initially, we detected swabbing gestures that start around the cen-Bi-directional target
placement allows
doubling number of
targets while
retaining the same
opening angles
ter of the screen to simplify the conceptual model. In later studies,
two of the participants proposed that swabbing should be allowed bi-
directional: from the center of the screen outward, and from the edge
of the screen inward. This extension requires additionally distinguish-
ing whether the gesture originates from the center or the edge of the
screen when choosing a target after linear regression. As a result, ra-
dial bi-directional swabbing allows doubling amount of the targets on
the screen with the same opening angle for each target as shown in
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Figure 2.7: Target layouts for swabbing. Each of the filled grey shapes is a target. To activate
each target, users perform swabbing gestures roughly in the direction pointed by the red
arrow intersecting each target.
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Figure 2.8: Visual guidance and feedback shown in each input state. Here, we illustrate a
user intended to select “8:Eight”, but initially aimed at “9:Nine”.
Figure 2.7d. Nevertheless, we had an opportunity to test the radial
bi-directional with only one user. For the rest of this chapter we used
the radial uni-directional layout (Figure 2.7c), unless specifically men-
tioned otherwise.
2.4.3 Visual Guidance and Feedback
Figure 2.8 shows the visual design of guidance and feedback for swab- Visual corridor lines
are added to signify
the direction for
swabbing.
bing at each gesture recognition state. In the Out-of-range state, adja-
cent swabbing targets are separated by a corridor line stretching to the
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edge of the screen to signify swiping action. At the edge of the screen,
we placed a small arrowhead to indicate swabbing direction. To facil-
itate visual scanning, the target labels are placed towards the center of
the screen and are aligned towards the outer circle of the target areas.
When the user starts the swabbing gesture (Possible state), we draw aSwabbing gives two
levels of visual
feedback: users’
action and system’s
interpretation.
line based on touch points of the touch trace. This trace is the imme-
diate feedback to users’ action. After the trace exceeds the distance
threshold (entering the Aiming state), three types visual feedback are
shown: (1) a line segment in the direction of the linear regression is
shown, (2) the projected hit point at the edge of the screen, and (3)
target highlighting. By continuing the swabbing gesture, the screen
shows how users’ actions (represented by the touch trace) influence
system’s interpretation (line segment, projected hit point, highlighted
target), allowing users to infer the causal link between the touch trace
and the linear regression.
When the user lifts the finger from the screen, the swabbing gesture isVisual feedback on
selection recognized. The target blinks twice to acknowledge the user’s action
and the screen returns to the Out-of-range state.
2.4.4 Associating Swabbing Targets to the Origin
To maximize the space users can use to stabilize their swabbing tra-Swabbing aims to
preserve the original
visual layout of user
interfaces.
jectory, the whole screen was used as an input area. Targets are po-
sitioned in a radial layout to minimize ambiguity among desirable
swabbing trajectories. Nevertheless, many target selections in the real
world require positional information to be useful. For example, in an
email application (Figure 2.9a), there are many checkboxes that can be
activated. Changing the layout of these checkboxes would take away
the associated meaning with each of them. (In Figure 2.9a, each check-
box corresponds to an email message.) Users with hand tremor may
still have a good vision. Thus, we aimed to preserve spatial informa-
tion of the original user interface as much as possible.
We implemented a mode that allows aiming at small targets on theColor-coded
directional pointers
are used to indicate
corresponding
swabbing targets.
screen. Each clickable target on the screen is annotated with a pointer
oriented at the direction corresponding to the swabbing targets (Fig-
ure 2.9b, c). To aid in distinguishing similar angles, the pointers and
their corresponding swabbing targets are colored such that the the ad-
jacent swabbing targets are distinguishable easily (Figure 2.9d).
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Figure 2.9: How swabbing visualize the association between swabbing targets and the origi-
nal UI widgets. (a) A screen of an email application with several UI widgets of the same type.
(b) Target pointers pointing to different directions. Adjacent directions are coded in different
colors. (c) The mapping between the pointers and the swabbing target. (d) Swabbing user
interface showing the corresponding swabbing targets.
Expected Incorrect
a b c
Figure 2.10: Swabbing crossing the Y-axis may result in unexpected
visual feedback. (a) The touch trace of a swabbing from top to bot-
tom. Filled dots are the touches that already occur. Blank dots are the
touches to occur. The red lines show the regression. Recent regres-
sions are thicker and more opaque. (b) The expected rotation. (c) The
rotation in the opposite direction.
2.4.5 Edge Case: Crossing the Vertical Axis
Swabbing in the direction parallel to the Y-axis (henceforth ver- Visual feedback may
be rotated in the
wrong direction when
touch trajectory
crosses the vertical
axis.
tical axis) of the screen causes the denominator of the β term
(
∑i
j=1 (xj − x)2) to converge to zero. (See section 2.4.1.) Such case can
be trivially handled with a conditional statement in the implemen-
tation. However, trajectories crossing back-and-forth on the vertical
axis can be problematic. This problem is especially remarkable when
continuous visual feedback for swabbing is provided. We visualized
the regression line continuously as the touch trajectory progress as
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shown in Figure 2.10a. The slope β was used to specify a rotation an-
gle for a keyframe animation. The expected animation should show
the line gradually rotating clockwise (Figure 2.10b). However, when
crossing the vertical axis, the rotation may be another way around, de-
pending on the keyframe interpolation algorithm in each animation
framework. These incorrect rotations dramatically change the visual
feedback back and forth, causing users to be confused (Figure 2.10c).
To address this problem, the swabbing recognizer detects if the touchVertical movement
detection threshold: trajectory heads close to the vertical direction. We found that sim-
ple thresholding works adequately: Vertical movements are detected115˚
255˚ 285˚
75˚
first 
contact 
point
when the latest contact point is between 75–115◦ or 255–285◦. Upon
detecting vertical movements, the X- and Y-axis are swapped during
the calculation.
In the review of this thesis, Pierre Dracigevic suggested that this prob-Alternative: different
regression method lem can be addressed by using an alternative regression method. The
abovementioned problem occurs because the OLS defines the error
function based on only one variable (the Y-axis in Figure 2.11a). This
error function is algebraically optimized to a solution described in Sec-
tion 2.4.1. Other regression methods, such as total regression (Figure
2.11b), define the error function from all variables. Replacing OLS
with such method would be adequate to handle this edge case.
x
y
Regression
Error
OLS Total regression
a b
Figure 2.11: Error functions in OLS (a) and total regression (b). Op-
timizing the total regression would automatically handle the vertical
movement.
2.4.6 Trace shifting for Multi-touch Screens
We observed that tremors cause multiple fingers to touch the screenSubsequent touch
traces are shifted to
match the original
trace by a fixed
offset.
simultaneously. The simultaneous touch traces from multiple fingers
together with the jittering on- and off-surface destabilize the linear
regression. Although touch traces from multiple fingers in a single
hand are moving in the same direction, changing the trace association
may dramatically alter the swabbing direction, as shown in Figure
2.12a–c. Therefore, once the original trace disappears, touch points
from the adjacent traces that occur within 250 ms are shifted according
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to the offset of the initial location to the original trace. This combined
trace is the input for linear regression as shown in Figure 2.12d–f.
a
b
c
Without trace shifting
Linear regression is shifted
Second touch trace appears
First touch trace ends
d
e
f
The second  trace is shifted to match the first
Linear regression is stable
Trace shifting
Figure 2.12: In (a–c), the interference of multi-touch traces that desta-
bilizes the trajectory of the linear regression. In (d–f), the subsequent
trace is shifted back, based on the offset of the first touch point in the
new trace. (Modified image courtesy of [Kehrig, 2013])
2.4.7 Prototype: Swabbing Web Browser
The latest version of swabbing input technique was implemented as Swabbing can be
used for input
necessary for web
browsing.
a web browsing application for iPad (Figure 2.13). Users can toggle
swabbing input by tapping five fingers on the screen (to accommo-
date tremors, touches within a one-second window are considered to-
gether). Swabbing input can be used for selecting targets (such as hy-
perlinks or HTML UI widgets), navigating between web pages (back,
next) and for text entry.
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Aiming mode
Text entry mode
Figure 2.13: Swabbing web browser (Images courtesy of [Kehrig, 2013])
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Figure 2.14: Hardware setup and task screens for study 1. (Image modified from [Wachara-
manotham et al., 2011].)
2.5 User Studies
Swabbing was evaluated in two controlled experiments and a longi- We conducted two
controlled
experiments and a
longitudinal case
study.
tudinal case study. The extensive reports for these experiments are
already published in Bachelors’ and Diploma’s theses, which are su-
pervised by the author. Below, we summarize these studies and rean-
alyze a subset of results in the part that compare tapping with swab-
bing. We first describe the two controlled experiments (target selec-
tion study and typing study) combined because the hardware setup
and the tasks are similar.
2.5.1 Apparatus for the Controlled Experiments
As shown in Figure 2.14a, we used HP TouchSmart tm2-1090eg4 (a
single-touch screen) mounted on a stand to incline the screen surface
20◦ from the desk surface. Participants sit on a chair that is adjusted
such that the height of the desk is at the same level of the elbow when
the arm points straight to the ground. The screen was placed in front
of the user within the length of the forearm. Each participant used the
index finger of the dominant hand to interact with the screen. In both
studies, the full radial layout of swabbing was used (Figure 2.7 b).
4http://h10025.www1.hp.com/ewfrf/wc/product?product=4107117
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2.5.2 Participants
We recruited participants from University Hospital Aachen and the
University Hospitals of the Ruhr-University of Bochum. All partic-
ipants have intention tremor. None of the participants use touch
screens frequently. Demographic information of the participants is
shown in Table 2.1. To assess tremor severity, we asked the partici-
pants to use the spiralometry (Figure 2.3) to measure their tremor.
Study 1: Selection Study 2: Typing
Number of Participants 7 (2 females) 12 (1 female)
Age Mean (SD) 75 (14.42) 72 (5.07)
Tremor severity:
- Slight 1 0
- Moderate 1 4
- Marked 3 3
- Severe 2 5
Table 2.1: Demographic information of the two swabbing experiments
2.5.3 Tasks
In study 1, users were asked to select a target on the screen by eitherStudy 1: select the
highlighted target on
the screen.
tapping or swabbing (Figure 2.14b, c). The task was shown at the cen-
ter of the screen in a 163 x 163 mm square space. We used the entire
square to render the target. For tapping, this space was divided into
a grid of square in equal size without gaps in-between. In each trial,
users first place the finger on a crosshair at the side. Then, a square is
highlighted for the users to tap (land and lift). Then, the users home
the finger back to the crosshair to complete the trial. We avoid givingNo visual feedback
was provided. visual feedback from swabbing (trajectory and selected target) in these
two studies because intention tremor intensifies in aiming movement.
Showing visual feedback in the swabbing condition could implicitly
encourage users to aim, hence, increase tremor. To keep both condi-
tions equal, visual feedback was also removed from the tapping con-
dition. The highlighted square returns to normal only when the users
land the finger in the home area.
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1 cmTapping Swabbing
Figure 2.15: Task screens used in study 2. (Images modified from of
Huck [2012].)
In study 2, users were asked to transcribe short German words us- Study 2: transcribe
wordsing either a touch screen keyboard or swabbing (Figure 2.15). The
same words were used for all participants, but the order was random-
ized for each condition (27 characters in all). We implemented a touch
screen keyboard with large buttons (16.5 mm width) and large gaps
between the buttons (6.35 mm), as recommended for elderly users by
[Jin et al., 2007]. To avoid a learning effect and to let the users fin- Asterisks were
provided as
feedback.
ish the entire task without worrying about excessive mistakes caused
by tremors, we showed an asterisk as feedback for each keystroke,
similarly to Findlater et al. [2011]. There was no backspace button.
Participants were asked to continue typing without corrections. Sim-
ilarly, for swabbing, we only provided asterisks as feedback for each
character selection.
2.5.4 Design of Experiments
In study 1, we compared tapping and swabbing with 9, 16, 25, and 36 Study 1: 2 input
techniques × 4
target sizes
targets on the screen in a within-subjects study. This corresponded to
the square button width of 5.43, 4.08, 3.26, and 2.71 cm, respectively.
We counterbalanced the order of methods and the number of targets.
Users selected 15 targets in each condition. Before testing each input
technique, users selected 10 targets for practice. Each user used two
techniques for three on-screen targets for 15 selections, giving 90 data
points per user.
The full experimental design of study 2 involved six keyboard condi-
tions in a within-subjects design, for more details, see [Huck, 2012].
Each user contributed one data point per technique as described next.
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2.5.5 Dependent Variables and Data Analysis
We measured errors and speed for both studies. In study 1, weError rates and
speed were
measured
counted the number of errors in each trial. We measured the target
acquisition time, which was the length of time that the user took to
acquire each target between making the last contact point in the home
area to making the first contact point after performing the selection
gesture. In study 2, the error rate was the ratio of correctly selected
characters to the number of all characters. The speed is in seconds per
character.
To calculate the means, we used ordinary non-parametric bootstrap-Bootstrapping was
used for data
analysis
ping (10,000 replicates). Confidence intervals (CIs) were calculated
with the bias-corrected and accelerated method (BCa). Some confi-
dence intervals are asymmetric, which reflects the distribution of the
data. All error bars are 95% CIs. The within-subjects differences be-
tween the means were calculated using the tapping condition as a
baseline with the same bootstrap resampling procedure. In both stud-
ies, we log-transformed the speed measurement before running the
statistical analysis. The plots were inverse-transformed (anti-logged).
2.5.6 Results and Discussion
The charts below shows the descriptive statistics from study 1. TheTapping errors
increased faster in
smaller targets.
number of errors tended to increase with the number of targets, and
the number of errors in the tapping condition seemed to increase
faster than those in the swabbing condition. There is no clear evidence
of a similar trend in the acquisition time in both conditions.
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As for the within-subjects differences, the left chart below shows the Swabbing was more
accurate in smaller
targets.
bootstrap mean differences and their confidence intervals. The data
points to the right of the zeros indicate that tapping yielded more er-
rors than swabbing. This graph shows that swabbing performs simi-
larly to tapping in 9 targets and 16 targets and yielded fewer errors in
high numbers of targets. In terms of time, the right chart below shows
that the acquisition times for both techniques were comparable in all
the targets because the CIs captured 1. Due to log transformation, the
mean and CIs for the target acquisition time shown here are in ratios
relative to tapping, which is the baseline.
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The error rate in study 2 is shown in the charts below, tapping seemed The results from
study 2 supports
those from study 1 in
terms of error rate.
to yield a higher error rate. The wider CI indicates that the error rate
varied greatly across users. Swabbing, on the other hand, had a much
narrower CI. The within-subjects difference shows similar results as
those in study 1. The CI is on the right of zero, indicating that tapping
yielded around 5–25% more errors than swabbing.
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As for the speed, the charts below show that users were around 1.2 In study 2, users took
more time in
swabbing than in
tapping.
times slower in swabbing. Nevertheless, with an average duration of
approximately 2.8–3.8 seconds per character, the additional duration
may be acceptable because of the gains in accuracy.
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2.5.7 Longitudinal Case Study
To evaluate how the swabbing technique may be used in the long-
term, we recruited a participant to use the swabbing web browser
(section 2.4.7) on an iPad at home. Our participant was a 66-year-
old man with a severe intention tremor. He used a desktop computer
regularly, but he had no experience using touch screens.
We asked the participant to use the device for one month, once a day.Three periods
(tapping, swabbing,
swabbing
bi-directional), six
sessions each
We allowed the user to skip days on which he was busy. In all, he used
the device for 18 sessions. These sessions were separated into three
periods of six sessions each. During the first period, we asked the
users to use the default iPad keyboard for input. During the second
period, the user used the swabbing web browser with a uni-direction
radial layout. After a few sessions during the second period, the user
wanted to try the bi-directional layout. Therefore, during the third
period, he used the swabbing keyboard with the bi-directional layout.
Each session included a text-entry task and a free web-browsing task.Task: text-entry (for
quantitative results)
and web-browsing
(for qualitative
results)
During the text-entry task, we aimed to capture how the user’s perfor-
mance evolved as he grew more familiar with each technique. As for
the free web-browsing task, we aimed to capture qualitative feedback
about the user’s experience with swabbing. Below, we summarize a
subset of results from the text-entry task to discuss the learning effect,
for other results see [Kehrig, 2013].
As shown in Figure 2.16 (left), the user was roughly twice as fast withTapping was faster,
but swabbing was
more accurate.
tapping; however, there was a large variation within each session. Al-
though the user was slower in both tasks when swabbing, the perfor-
mance was consistent. The data also suggest a slight improvement
over sessions, but the time window is too narrow to assess whether
the performance had already plateaued. Figure 2.16 (right) plots the
corrected and uncorrected error rates. The low uncorrected error rate
in all three conditions indicates that the user was equally careful when
entering the text in all periods. He was careful to correct any mistakes
that occurred before finishing each trial. The high corrected error rate
in tapping indicates that the backspace key was pressed many times
to correct errors. This indicates that although swabbing is slower, it al-
lows users to be more accurate when entering each of the characters.
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2.6 Limitations and Future Work
The bi-directional swabbing layout was developed during the course More testing is
needed for the
bi-directional layout
of the longitudinal case study. Only one user had tested the tech-
nique in the last phase of the study, therefore, his experience with the
swabbing technique might allow him to use the bi-directional layout
more successfully. Further testing with users who have various tremor
severity is recommended as a future work.
Swabbing is developed for tablet-size screens. During the course of Swabbing for touch
screen phonesthe evaluation, many participants expressed interest in having swab-
bing in a more ubiquitous touch screen phones. It is possible to put a
the phone in an armband to prevent users from dropping it because of
hand tremors. Nevertheless, there are two major challenges for future
work in swabbing in small screens: (1) less space is available for users
to stabilize the trajectory, and (2) visual guidance and feedback during
swabbing could be hard to see due to the occlusion by the palm.
Input accuracy in swabbing can be influenced by many factors. Two User performance
modelsof such factors are the opening angle available for each target and the
distance allowed for swabbing. Although a layout with a large open-
ing angle is less error prone, only a few targets can be fit into such
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layout. This could increase the amount of pages required to select a
desired target, hence slowing down the input. Longer swabbing dis-
tance allows the linear regression to stabilize, and allows users to use
immediate visual feedback to correct the trajectory. However, both of
these actions require longer input time per stroke. As a future work,
modeling the relationship between opening angle, swabbing distance,
error rate, and stroke time will allow interaction designers to find a
sweet spot for future swabbing interaction designs.
2.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, we learned about how intention tremor causes both
space and state inaccuracy on touch screens. We proposed a swab-
bing input technique that allows users to select targets more accu-
rately. Thus, one technique to address the inaccuracy problem is to
design an alternative interaction technique. In the next chapter, we
will turn to an accuracy problem for able-boided users.
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Chapter 3
Evaluating State-switching
Techniques in Indirect
Multi-touch Input
Large horizontal multi-touch displays causes users ergonomic prob- Large touch screens,
whether placed
horizontally or
vertically, are
unergonomic.
lems. An observation by Morris et al. [2007] found that many users
work with such displays in a standing position, or have to lean over
to reach objects at the far side of the screen. Placing the touch screen
vertically is more comfortable for reading without neck pain [Forlines
et al., 2007, Schmidt et al., 2009]. However, lifting the arm continu-
ously to interact with vertical displays leads to fatigue, as known as
the gorilla arm effect [Boring et al., 2009, Hincapie´-Ramos et al., 2014].
Bachynskyi et al. [2015] captured postures of users while performing Muscle activations in
large touch screen
usage is higher than
other form factors.
the Fitts’s law task on different setups of touch screens. The data is
then used to calculate muscle usage from a biomechanical simulation.
As shown in Figure 3.1, using the touch screen vertically yields high-
est muscle activation, especially from the shoulder. Although placing
the screen horizontally allows the arms to rest on the screen, it still re-
quires more muscle exertion than using a typical tilted laptop screens.
The difference is pronounced in the lower back because none of the
participants rest their backs against the chair.
Publications: The work in this chapter was done in collaboration with Simon Voelker. Part of this
work was published as a full paper at CHI 2013 conference [Voelker et al., 2013]. The author of this
dissertation contributed to the design of the experiments and data analysis.
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Figure 3.1: Muscle groups activated during horizontal and vertical
display usage. (Adapted from [Bachynskyi et al., 2015] with permis-
sion.)
Visual output
Touch input
Figure 3.2: An indirect multi-touch system used in our experiments.
(Modified image from [Voelker et al., 2013].)
To address these ergonomic issues, previous research proposes the useIndirect multi-touch
systems avoid
fatigue problems and
reduce occlusion.
of both vertical and horizontal touch displays together [Morris et al.,
2007, Weiss et al., 2010b, Schmidt et al., 2009]. Among these proposals
are indirect multi-touch systems that only allow input on the horizontal
screen and output on the vertical screen. Figure 3.2 shows an example
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of such system. This prevents both neck pain and the gorilla arm ef-
fect [Schmidt et al., 2009, Moscovich and Hughes, 2008]. Additionally,
such indirect input systems also avoid space inaccuracy caused by fin-
ger occlusions, resulting in higher input precision [Forlines et al., 2007,
Knoedel and Hachet, 2011].
Nevertheless, to allow users to be aware of the current position of their However, indirect
input requires cursor
tracking.
fingers without having to look down to the horizontal screen, a cur-
sor tracking (state 1) is needed. In a system by Schmidt et al. [2009],
cursors are tracked when the fingers hover near the horizontal surface.
The system was compared with a direct multi-touch system in an aim-
ing task. The results indicate that users perform slower in the indirect
system. The authors surmised that the user experience degraded due
to the fatigue of hovering fingers to track the cursors. Therefore, rest-
ing the hand on the screen should be used for cursor tracking (state 1).
But how would the user activate the object below the cursor (switch-
ing to state 2)? In this chapter, we compare four techniques in terms
of their state accuracy: how each technique enables users to switch
between tracking the cursor and activating the target as intended on
an indirect multi-touch system (Figure 3.3).
Out of range Tracking
Indirect multi-touch systems
Dragging
Release
touch
Touch
contact
1 20 Switchingtechinques
Out of range Tracking
Direct multi-touch systems
Release
touch
Touch
contact
20
Figure 3.3: A state model for each touch in direct (left) and indirect
(right) multi-touch systems. Highlighted are the state transitions that
need to be investigated.
3.1 Design Considerations
We belive that state-switching techniques for indirect multi-touch in- 1. Can be executed
by each finger
individually.
put should preserve the independence of individual fingers. Al-
though 80% of the degrees of freedom come from the index finger and
the thumb [Moscovich and Hughes, 2008], the remaining fingers can
be used for gesture disambiguation [Kin et al., 2009].
State accuracy is essential for such techniques. In particular, it should 2. Minimize state
slipsbe easy for the user to maintain the cursor in an intended state. In
psychology, errors that occur in execution whilst a correct goal are
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called slips [Norman, 2002]. Slips occur in behaviors that depend on
stored knowledge (e.g., motor programs) instead of feedback from the
environment [Reason, 1990]. Therefore, we will call the errors in con-
trolling touch states the state slips, which falls into two types:
SLIPS IN INDIRECT MULTI-TOUCH INPUT:
Slip-in: A slip-in occurs when the user unintentionally switches
from state 1 to state 2 (e.g., from tracking the cursor to dragging an
object)
Slip-out: A slip-out occurs when the user unintentionally switches
from state 2 to state 1 (e.g., from tracking the cursor to dragging an
object)
Definition:
Slips in indirect
multi-touch input
Finally, state-switching techniques themselves should not be physi-3. Ergonomic
cally demanding. Otherwise, they would defeat the original purpose
of the indirect multi-touch form factor.
3.2 Related Work
Our interaction designs were inspired by the literature from the
single-touch input and direct touch input.
3.2.1 Single-touch Input
Several techniques were proposed for single-touch input. For indirectPressure was used
for state switching. single-touch input, Buxton et al. [1985] used pressure to distinguish
between state 1 and state 2. Touching on the screen activates state 1.
State 2 is activated by increasing the pressure. In a follow-up work,
Forlines et al. [2005] presented several applications for pressure-based
state switching.
MacKenzie and Oniszczak [1998] compared three switching tech-Lift-and-tap is a
gesture for state
switching.
niques on trackpad: depressing a physical button, exerting the fin-
ger pressure (and receiving tactile feedback), and lift-and-tap. To click
with the lift-and-tap technique, the user starts from (1) having the fin-
ger on the trackpad (tracking the cursor), (2) lifting the finger, (3) land-
ing the finger on the same position within a short duration. (4) lifting
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the finger again. (Step 2–4 corresponds to a tap.) From their results,
the most accurate and the slowest condition was the physical button.
The pressure technique was the fastest but the most error prone. The
lift-and-tap technique balanced the error rate and speed. Thus, the
lift-and-tap technique was another candidate for our test.
Potter et al. [1988] proposed the take-off technique. In their direct- Using take-off action
for state switching
prohibits dragging.
touch system, touching the screen shows a cursor with a constant
offset from the fingertip. To activate an object below the fingertip
(switching from state 1 to state 2), the user had to lift the finger while
the cursor is above the object. Olwal et al. [2008] introduced finger
rubbing to zoom into a target and release the contact point to select the
object below the finger, similar to take-off. Both take-off and rubbing
prohibits the user from dwelling in state 2 (no dragging).
3.2.2 Multi-touch Input
Olwal et al. [2008] also proposed to use tapping from the non- Other techniques
used multiple fingers
or hands.
dominant hand to switch between states. Matejka et al. [2009] used
multi-touch gestures for emulating mouse input. State switching is
done by depressing multiple fingers (chording) on the screen. Nev-
ertheless, both techniques reduced touch expressiveness by coupling
multiple fingers into one input point.
3.3 Candidate State-Switching Techniques
One design consideration is that each finger can switch the input state We considered only
the techniques that
use properties of
each finger
individually.
independently from other fingers. Therefore, we screened the tech-
niques from the literature for those that use only the input properties
of each individual finger. Wang and Ren [2009] characterized four
types of finger input properties on touch screens:
1. Position properties: coordinate (x, y)
2. Motion properties: velocity and acceleration
3. Physical properties: contact area (size, shape, and orientation) and
touch pressure
4. Event properties: such as tap and flick
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The position and motion properties are already used to communicateThe position and
motion properties are
already occupied.
spatial information to the screen (i.e., “where it is being touched”).
For communicating state information, we are left with the physical
and event properties.
Wang and Ren [2009] found that the orientation of contact area is hardWe used pressure for
state switching. to control for one finger without influencing others. Due to the soft-
ness of the skin, it is hard to control finger pressure separately from
the size and shape of contact area [Pawluk and Howe, 1999]. In fact,
the size and shape had been used to estimate pressure [Benko et al.,
2006]. Thus, in the following, we use the term pressure to refer to
these properties together.
For the event property, flicking was discarded because it influencesWe used events for
state switching. the position and motion of the contact point. Two events are widely
used in touch input: the tap event (same as lift-and-tap above) and the
hold event (dwelling on the same position longer than a threshold).
From the combination of the event and pressure properties, we de-Four techniques
were derived from
these properties.
rived four techniques from in literature: tap, hold, pressure hold,
and pressure switch. Below, we describe each technique and its ges-
ture recognizer. To determine the thresholds for the recognizers, we
elicited behavioral data from five participants in an informal study.
We used the same hardware as in our main study. (See Box 1 on
page 51) Figure 3.4 presents a schematic of the gesture recognizer and
the state model of each technique.
3.3.1 Tap Technique
The tap technique is designed based on the Lift-and-tap technique byDefinition:
tap technique MacKenzie and Oniszczak [1998]. Here, the user lifts the finger off
the screen and quickly lands it back. Lifting the finger may slightly
change the contact point due to the softness of the fingertip and drift-
ing. Each tap switches from state 1 to state 2, or vice versa. The user
may leave state 2 directly to state 0 by keeping the finger lifted longer.
To ensure space accuracy, we used the centroid of the last contact point
before lifting for the tap event.
To discriminate a tap from a finger repositioning (lifting and landingA radius threshold
and two time
thresholds were used
in our tap recognizer.
at another position), our tap recognizer registers a tap if the landed
point is within a radius threshold rmax. This threshold needs to be
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small enough to prevent confusion from a contact point of adjacent
fingers. We used two duration thresholds: tmin and tmax. The lower
bound tmin is needed in our system because sliding a finger quickly
may cause a discontinuous touch signal. A system with higher frame
rate may not require this threshold. The upper bound tmax allows us
to classify a tap from an act of intentional lifting and landing touches.
To elicit the thresholds, we recorded users’ taps on 12 positions, evenlyThresholds in
the tap technique spaced in a grid across the screen. After fine-tuning, we found that an
rmax of 4.14 millimeters (75th percentile of the captured data) allows
taps to be recognized without incorrect registration with the adjacent
fingers. We used tmin = 0.09 seconds and tmax = 1.18 seconds (25th
and 75th percentile of the captured data).
3.3.2 Hold Technique
The hold technique is a common touch-screen gesture. It is used in Ap-Definition:
hold technique ple iPhone, for example, to move icons in the home screen. To switch
from state 1 to state 2 with the hold technique, the user places the fin-
ger still on the screen exceeding a specific duration tmax. The cursor,
then, stays in state 2 until the finger is lifted from the surface. The hold
technique does not allow transitioning from state 2 back to state 1. We
used the tmax of 0.5 seconds, based on the threshold in iOS 5 and An-
droid 4.1. To determine how still the finger needs to be, we asked our
users to place each finger still on the screen and capture the centroid of
the contact point for 0.5 seconds. We used the radius threshold rmax =
1.94 millimeters which is the 75th percentile of the captured data.
3.3.3 Pressure Hold Technique
The pressure hold technique is based on a technique by Buxton et al.Definition:
pressure hold
technique
[1985] and Miyaki and Rekimoto [2009]. Hard pressure is used to
switch from state 1 to state 2. To dwell in state 2, the pressure must be
maintained. Reducing the pressure switches back to state 1.
Ohtsuki [1981] found that the ability of exerting pressure differs acrossThe rate of pressure
change is used for
gesture recognition.
fingers and changes when pressing multiple fingers simultaneously.
Therefore, the absolute pressure should be avoided in recognizing
pressure gestures. Thus, we used the rate of pressure change (dPdT ) in
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our recognition. Nevertheless, the user may intentionally release pres-
sure slowly. To handle such situation, we used a minimum pressure
threshold Pmin.
Like the majority of large capacitive touch screens, ours did not sense We use touch ellipse
to approximate touch
pressure.
pressure directly. We needed to derive the pressure from other proper-
ties. The contact region of the finger is always near-elliptical [Cappelli
et al., 2001], and the contact radius is proportionate with the pressure
[Pawluk and Howe, 1999]. Therefore, we used the length of the semi-
major axis of the touch ellipse, the ellipse approximation of touch con-
tact. Henceforth, we will use the term pressure to refer to this approx-
imation, and the pressure thresholds below refers to the length of the
semi-major axis in millimeters.
Nevertheless, there are several challenges in using the touch ellipse Two issues from
using touch ellipse:
centroid drifts and
ellipse changes
during sliding with
hard pressure.
to represent pressure. Firstly, unless the finger is perpendicular to the
screen, the pressure usually is exerted from acute angles (< 90◦). Be-
cause fingertips are soft, such exertion results in a small drift of the
centroid of the touch ellipse. We use the threshold rmax to address this
problem. Secondly, when the user slides a finger on the touch screen
(e.g., while tracking the cursor or dragging an object), the shape of the
touch ellipse also changes quickly according to the contact angle of
the fingertip. Thus, we register a pressure hold only when the pres-
sure change occurs within a short duration tmax.
In summary, to switch from state 1 to state 2, the user increases the Pressure hold
gesture recognitionpressure quickly (dPdT > δengage and dT < tmax), while the centroid of
the contact point changes within the radius rmax. To switch from state
2 to state 1, the user either releases pressure quickly (dPdT > δdisengage),
or reduces pressure in less than an absolute threshold Pmin.
To elicit these thresholds, we asked our participants to use the tech- Pressure thresholds
were elicited from an
imaginary dragging
task.
nique as if they were dragging an object from a starting point to a
goal on the screen. Visual feedback was provided as normal touch
screen dragging. The pressure level was not visualized. There were
12 start positions evenly distributed as a grid on the screen. The
goal was randomized among these positions. We used the 75th per-
centiles of the elicited thresholds: tmax = 0.70 seconds, rmax = 7.07
millimeters, δengage = 1.30 millimeters/second, δdisengage = 1.14 mil-
limeters/second, and Pmin = 0.55 millimeters.
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3.3.4 Pressure Switch Technique
Instead of holding pressure, an impulse of pressure can be used forDefinition:
pressure switch
technique
state switching as a pressure switch. In this technique the user toggles
between state 1 and state 2 by exerting an impulse of pressure. Apple
iPhone 6 used this technique to invoke quick actions menu on appli-
cation icons.
To recognize this gesture, we only need the rate of change dPdT . WeSpeed threshold for
pressure switching elicited this threshold by asking our users to perform the gesture on
12 positions, evenly spaced in a grid across the screen. We used the
dP
dT = 1.30 mm/s, which is the same for the pressure hold technique.
3.3.5 Potentials and Limitations
Table 3.1 summarizes the benefits and limitations of each technique.
Issue Tap Hold
Pressure
hold
Pressure
switch
Tactile awareness of input state + +
Users’ familiarity + +
Flexion-extension coupling between fingers
[Ha¨ger-Ross and Schieber, 2000]
- - -
Exertion and risk of repetitive strain
injuries [Marras, 2012]
-
Accidental activation while resting the finger -
Lack of state 2 to state 1 transition -
Table 3.1: Potentials and challenges of state switching methods
3.4 Experiments
We compared these techniques in three experiments: single-finger,We compared four
state-switching
techniques in three
experiments.
two-fingers, and two-hands. These experiments aim to cover com-
mon use cases of multi-touch input. We hypothesized that the choice
of technique affects state switching accuracy. Since the procedure of
these experiments are similar, we describe the tasks and operational
definition of accuracy measures for these experiments combined.
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3.4.1 Tasks
Our hardware setup is described in Box 1. The task is displayed on the
vertical screen, while the user manipulated the cursor by multi-touch
input on the horizontal touch screen.
BOX 1: APPARATUS
As shown in Figure 3.2, we used two displays of the same size and output resolution.
Both displays were 27′′ (597 × 336 mm, 2560 × 1440 pixels) and were connected to a
Mac Pro running the software for the experiments.
For input, touches are sensed by a capacitive touch screen from Perceptive Pixel (touch
frame rate: 205 Hz). Nothing was displayed on this screen. The task was shown on a
vertical Apple Cinema Display of the same screen size and resolution.
Participants controlled cursors on the vertical screen by touching the horizontal screen.
Each contact point shows a circle cursor with a diameter of 7 mm (30 px). The cursors
were outlined in the Tracking state and were filled in the Engaged state.
Having to manipulate multiple cursors can incour cognitive load. Therefore, we chose
a straight forward mapping between input and output. We used 1:1 absolute mapping
withtout any pointer acceleration.
To cover all state switching conditions, we created the following tasks Task: grab, drag, and
drop objects without
slipping.
based on the Drag and Drop task from Forlines et al. [2006]. The
schematic of the three tasks are shown in Figure 3.5 (page 54).
Before each task, the user crossed the cursors at the starting point Visual appearance of
objects and targets(blank square), dragged the objects (filled circles) to the targets (blank
circles), then moved the cursors to cross the finishing area (filled
square). In experiment 3, the user had to drag two objects across the
colored gates. Each gate can be opened by activating the buttons with
the corresponding color. These buttons were placed on the side of the
opposite hand.
Since we focus on state switching, we minimized the time for aiming No precise cursor
positioning required.at the drop target by the following: We used large objects and targets
that can be easily grabbed without positioning the cursor precisely.
We allowed a successful drop when the centroid of the object is within
1 cm from the target. We provided visual feedback by changing ob-
ject and target colors when the cursor was in range for grabbing or
dropping the object.
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To mimic the ergonomic use of the setup we envisioned, the partic-Multiple fingers are
rested on the touch
screens and multiple
cursors were shown.
ipants were asked to place as many fingers on the screen as they see
comfortable, resulting in multiple cursors on the vertical screen. How-
ever, we instructed the participants to use only the cursors that are as-
sociated with the assigned fingers to interact with the objects, and we
only used the data from these cursors in our analysis.
After using each technique, we asked the participants to comment onWe asked for
qualitative feedback
after each technique.
speed, accuracy, and fatigue as well as to choose a preferred technique.
3.4.2 Dependent Variables
We count the number of slips. Users may slip in or slip out of the de-1. state slips
sired input state. For example, between the starting point and the
object, the user may accidentally engage the cursor. In real use, this
slip can degrade the user experience, e.g., by clicking other objects
that the cursor passed over. We operationalized types of slips in Box
3. The definitions are slightly modified from [Voelker et al., 2013] for
clarity. The locations of our tasks that each slip may occur are shown
in Figure 3.5.
In experiment 1, we also measured trial completion time. Each trial2. trial completion
time comprised of the movement in all directions for each finger.
BOX 2: THE OPERATIONAL DEFINITION OF SLIPS
Experiment 1: Single Finger
Tracking slip-ins (TSI): The number of slip-ins that occur between the starting point
and the object.
Dragging slip-outs (DSO): The number of slip-outs that occur while dragging the ob-
ject towards the target. This slip-out causes the finger to drop the object.
Placement slip-ins (PSI): The number of slip-ins after the object is dropped onto the
target. This slip-in re-grabs the object, and the participant needs to drop the object onto
the target again.
Experiment 2: Two Fingers
Acquisition slip-ins in the second finger (ASI2): While the first finger is trying to
acquire the object, ASI is the number of slip-ins in the second finger.
Acquisition slip-outs in the first finger (ASO1): While the second finger is trying to
acquire the object, ASO is the number of slip-outs in the first finger.
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BOX 3: THE OPERATIONAL DEFINITION OF SLIPS (CONTINUED)
Experiment 2: Two Fingers (Continued)
Dragging slip-outs in the first finger (DSO1) and in the second finger (DSO2): The
number of slips-outs during dragging from each of the fingers.
Placement slip-outs in the second finger (PSO2): During the placement of the first
object, PSO2 is the number of slip-outs of the second finger.
Placement slip-ins in first finger (PSI1): During the placement of the second object,
PSI1 is the number of slip-ins of the first finger.
Experiment 3: Two Hands
Dominant hand slip-outs (SODH), and Opposite hand slip-outs (SOOH): The num-
ber slip-outs of the respective hand during bi-manual interaction.
3.4.3 Design of Experiments
We used a within-subjects design for our experiment. Table 3.2 sum- within-subjects
design: 4 techniquesmarizes the experimental design and demographics. We have eight
participants in each experiment.
Experiment 1:
Single finger
Experiment 2:
Two fingers
Experiment 3:
Two hands
Age 24–34 24–38 24–30
Gender All males One female Two females
Handedness All right-handed All right-handed All right-handed
Movement directions ←,→, ↑, ↓ ←,→ ←,→
Fingers used 10 fingers 6 combinations of
thumb, index, middle
finger of each hand
Thumb and
index finger
Per participant 160 trials
30 minutes
48 trials
35 minutes
8 trials
15 minutes
Table 3.2: Demographics information and experimental designs
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Experiment 1: Single finger
Experiment 2: Two fingers
Experiment 3: Two hands
cross grab drop cross
Starting area Object Target
Finishing
area
1 cm
Action:
Vertical display:
Tracking slip-ins (TSI) TSI
Dragging slip-outs (DSO)
Placement slip-ins (PSI)
Possible slips:
1 cm
Action:
Vertical display:
Acquisition slip-ins in the second finger: ASI2
Dragging slip-outs in the first finger:
Dragging slip-outs in the second finger:
Placement slip-outs in the second finger:
Placement slip-ins in the first finger:
Acquisition slip-outs in the first finger:
Possible slips:
cross grab 2 drop 1grab 1 drop 2 cross
ASO1
DSO1
DSO2
PSO2
PSI1
The task area spans the entire screen.
Pressing a button
opens the gate
of same color
A possible movement path
1 cm
Opposite hand
slip-outs (SOOH)
are possible
Dominant hand
slip-outs (SODH)
are possible
Figure 3.5: The task configuration for each experiment and associated state accuracy slips.
(Modified image from [Voelker et al., 2013].)
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Experiment 1: Single finger Experiment 2: Two fingers
Experiment 3: Two hands
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PSI: Placement slip−ins
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●
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ASI2: 2nd finger slip−ins while acquiring 1st object
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ASO1: 1st finger slip−outs while acquiring 2nd object
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DSO1: 1st finger slip−outs during dragging
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DSO2: 2nd finger slip−outs during dragging
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0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00
PSO2: 2nd finger slip−outs while placing 1st object
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PSI1: 1st finger slip−ins while placing 2nd object
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SOOH: Opposite hand slip−outs
Figure 3.6: Slips per trial from the three experiments. (Mean and 95% CI without within-
subjects adjustment) The length of each abscissa differs between experiments.
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3.4.4 Data Analysis
For each type of state slips, we averaged the number of occurrencesBootstrapping was
used in analysis. per technique per user. To calculate means, we used ordinary non-
parametric bootstrapping (10,000 replicates). CIs were calculated with
the bias-corrected and accelerated method (BCa). Some confidence
intervals are asymmetric, which reflects the distribution of the data.
All error bars are 95% CIs.
For the speed measurement (experiment 1), we log-transformed theSpeed measurement
were
log-transformed.
data prior of all calculation. The plots presented are anti-logged to
the original scale. Thus, in the speed measurement, the means are
geometric, and the differences between means are ratios.
3.4.5 Results: Accuracy and Speed
The bootstrapped sample statistics of results is shown in Figure 3.6.Below, a point on the
right means being
worse than the tap
technique.
We now take a closer look at interesting effects by plotting within-
subjects mean differences in the figure below. We used the tap tech-
nique as a baseline: If a statistical estimate of a technique is on the
right of the zero line, that technique yields more slips than the tap
technique.
As shown in the left chart below, the tracking slip-ins (TSI) estimateTap: generally
yielded least slips of all other techniques are right from zero. This is a strong evidence
that the tap technique is more accurate than others for cursor tracking
(dwelling in state 1). In general, the tap technique performed similar
or better than other techniques across all measures (Figure 3.6).
●
●
●PSwitch
PHold
Hold
−0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
Higher PSI than Tap (times/trial)
●
●
●PSwitch
PHold
Hold
−0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
Higher TSI than Tap (times/trial)
When compared with the tap technique, the hold technique is moreHold: often yield
slip-ins. likely to suffer from slip-ins. In the single-finger experiment, this is
evident in both tracking (TSI) and object placement (PSI) as shown
in the two charts above. In the two-finger experiment, when the first
finger acquired the object, the second finger frequently slipped into
state 2 (ASI2, in the left chart below).
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●
●
●PSwitch
PHold
Hold
−0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
Higher DSO than Tap (times/trial)
●
●
●PSwitch
PHold
Hold
−0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0
Higher ASI2 than Tap (times/trial)
However, the hold technique has low slip-outs, when the user needs to Hold: comparable to
tap in preventing
slip-outs.
dwell long in state 2. It was comparable with the tap technique when
dragging a single object (DSO, in the right chart above), dragging two
objects, and holding a button in place (SODH and SOOH, in the charts
below).
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●PSwitch
PHold
Hold
0 2 4 6
Higher SOOH than Tap (times/trial)
●
●
●PSwitch
PHold
Hold
0 2 4 6
Higher SODH than Tap (times/trial)
Between the two pressure techniques, our users slipped-out more of- Pressure hold: high
slip-outs when used
with single finger.
ten when they used the pressure hold in the single-finger experiment
(DSO). However, this effect seems to diminish when two fingers are
dragging on the screen simultaneously (DSO1, DSO2, SOOH, and
SODH). Using two fingers might allow users to maintain the contact
area more stably. Both of the pressure techniques tend to be prone to Both pressure
techniques often
slipped in from
shifting pressure
between two fingers.
slip-ins, when the second finger releases the object (PSI1, in the chart
below). An explanation is that relieving the pressure from the second
finger shifts the pressure to the first finger.
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●
●PSwitch
PHold
Hold
−0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0
Higher PSI1 than Tap (times/trial)
In terms of speed, the differences among the techniques are largely in- All techniques took
similar time to switch.conclusive as shown in the two charts below. The confidence interval
of the differences crosses 1.0, indicating that the effect of technique on
the speed is negligible.
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3.4.6 Results: Subjective Feedback
The qualitative results agree with the results above. Most of the partic-Participants were
familiar with the tap
technique.
ipants chose the tap technique as their preferred technique (Table 3.3).
They mentioned the familiarity with the technique: “I would use this if
there were no instructions.” and “It’s the closest to the mouse.”
For the hold technique, users were bothered by the slip-ins: “You getParticipants
mentioned slip-ins in
the hold technique.
stuck somewhere all the time.” and “You are always pressing something that
you don’t want.” However, our participants mentioned one benefit of
hold in experiment 3: “You are not losing the target on accident. You don’t
have to do anything with the right hand and tap the [buttons] with your left.”
For the pressure hold technique, our participants complained aboutParticipants
complained about
exertion in the
pressure techniques.
exertion needed: “This cramps my hands up more than the others.” The
pressure switch was reported to be “hard to press just the [finger] you
want” in the two-finger experiment.
Experiment 1:
Single finger
Experiment 2:
Two fingers
Experiment 3:
Two hands
Tap 4 7 5
Hold 3 3
Pressure hold
Pressure switch 1 1
Table 3.3: The number of participants who chose each technique as
their preferred technique.
3.5 Discussion
Table 3.4 summarizes our recommendation for choosing switchingParticipants were
familiar with the tap
technique
technique for indirect multi-touch systems. From the results, the tap
technique outperformed or, at least, was comparable with other tech-
niques. The coupling between fingers did not seem to degrade users’
performance (low ASI2, ASO1, PSO2, and PSI1). We did not find
the absence of tactile awareness influential in the tap technique, even
when the locus of attention is away from the fingers (low SOOH).
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The hold technique had low slip-outs (DSO, SODH, and SOOH) but The hold technique
may be used for
dwelling in state 2
high slip-ins (TSI, PSI, and ASI2). This indicates a potential for usage
in specific tasks such as keep pressing modifier buttons that put the
system into a quasi-mode (like in experiment 3).
Although less problematic when multiple fingers were used, the pres- Avoid the pressure
hold technique in
single-finger usage.
sure hold technique should be avoided when using one finger due to
fatigue and high slip-outs (DSO).
The performance of the pressure switch technique was in the middle.
However, it suffers when users need to reduce pressure in one finger
but not the other (PSI1).
Single finger Two fingers Two hands
Recommended Tap Tap Tap
Suitable when needed to dwell
long in state 2 (e.g., keeping
a button pressed)
Hold Hold
Neutral PSwitch PHold,
PSwitch
Avoid when needed to dwell
long in state 1 (e.g., cursor
tracking)
Hold PSwitch,
PHold
Always avoid PHold Hold
Table 3.4: Our recommendation for state-switching techniques
3.6 Limitations and Future Work
The thresholds for the gesture recognizers are specific to our hard- Future work:
confirming the
thresholds in other
hardware setups
ware setup. Since our hardware has relatively high input resolution
and frame rate, we believe that these parameters are generalizable to
other systems. Therefore, we mentioned these thresholds in both stan-
dard units (e.g., millimeters instead of pixels) and the percentile rank.
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While these values may serve as a guideline for other hardware se-
tups, their robustness has yet to be tested.
To minimize cognitive load from manipulating multiple cursors, weFrom a follow-up
work: CD ratio is
unlikely to influence
speed.
used the 1:1 absolute mapping. However, using different control-
display (CD) ratios and aspect ratios may benefit some use cases such
as controlling cursors on wall-sized displays [Malik et al., 2005]. Lin-
den [2013]1 compared speed in the steering task on four different CD
ratios. The results suggest that the influence of CD ratio to task com-
pletion time is unlikely.
In our study, the pressure hold technique yielded unsatisfactory per-Future work:
Comparison in the
direct pressure
sensing touch
screens.
formance. There are three influential factors: exertion, pressure ap-
proximation method, and user familiarity. Our results indicates that
the finger exertion is the major concern. Less exertion may be possible
with a better pressure sensing method, such as one that is indepen-
dent of contact size. Recently, several touch screen products start to
directly register finger pressure for input2. This could lead to better
user familiarity in the future.
3.7 Reflection
In the original paper [Voelker et al., 2013], we used the term lift-and-The tap technique
differs from the
lift-and-tap
technique.
tap technique to refer to the tap technique. The two techniques are
different. Assuming that a finger is on the screen in state 1, Buxton
et al. [1985]’s lift-and-tap technique uses the sequence on-off-on-off-on
to switch to state 2. After several informal tests, we frequently made
mistakes in ourselves. Thus, our tap technique only uses the sequence
on-off-on. This is a misnomer, which is corrected in this thesis.
Nevertheless, our results suggested that our participants were famil-Future work: A
comparison with the
original lift-and-tap
iar with the interaction design and performed well, compared to other
candidate techniques. It is unclear whether the lift-and-tap technique
would have been better than our technique. The additional lift (on-off)
in the lift-and-tap technique makes the gesture more explicit, which
could allow users to be even more aware of the state switching, hence
lower the slip-ins. However, our tap technique already yielded low in
slip-ins (TSI, PSI, ASI2, PSI1). This potential reduction in slip-ins may
1A thesis supervised by Simon Voelker, one of the co-author of the original paper.
2e.g., in Apple’s iPhone 6S (http://www.apple.com/iphone-6s)
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not matter. On the contrary, the mechanical coupling between fingers
may be amplified, and could lead to more slips in the lift-and-tap tech-
nique.
In the original paper [Voelker et al., 2013], there are several results Re-analysis supports
the claims originally
made in the paper.
that we found statistically significant from the p-values. These results
mostly concern the differences between the pressure switch and the
pressure hold technique. In the re-analysis presented above, statis-
tical estimations indicate that these differences are less probable than
before. Nevertheless, none of the claims in the original paper depends
on these weak evidences. The results of the re-analysis above still sup-
port the conclusions of the original paper.
3.8 Conclusion
In this chapter, we presented a space accuracy problem that is caused
by the distance between touch input and visual display in the indirect
multi-touch input. To address this problem, we added state 1 to al-
low cursor tracking. This effectively transformed the space accuracy
problem to the state accuracy problem. We then addressed the state
accuracy problem by determining suitable state-switching techniques
by three user studies. In the next chapter, we look at another state
accuracy technique in the midair near the surface of touch screens.
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Chapter 4
Eliciting the Thickness of the
Near-surface Input Layer
Height
Thickness
Figure 4.1: A schematic of a near-surface input layer
In addition to on-surface input, recent research proposes augment- Touch input are
augmented by
near-surface
tracking.
ing touch input by tracking the fingertip near-surface. This space in
midair allows the user to quickly switch between on- and off-surface
input. Usage scenarios of near-surface input include controlling cur-
sor speed [Yu et al., 2011], reducing on-screen occlusion [Hilliges et al.,
2009], revealing information overlay [Subramanian et al., 2006], and
selecting a brush size in a painting application [Desmurget et al.,
1997]. Marquardt et al. [2011] provided a survey of how the midair
space above the surface is used for input. One of the methods is to
divide the space into a stack of discrete layers.
Publications: The work in this chapter was done in collaboration with Kashyap Todi and Marty
Pye. Part of this work was published as a full paper at CHI 2014 conference [Wacharamanotham et al.,
2014]. The author of this dissertation contributed to the design of the experiments, implementation,
and data analysis.
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To enter a near-surface mode, the finger needs to be far enough fromDefinition:
linebreakemphnear-
surface input
layer
the surface (to avoid generating touch signals) and still near enough
to be within the sensor range. Previous work proposed dividing the
near-surface interaction space to multiple layers [Subramanian et al.,
2006, Spindler and Dachselt, 2009]. To have multiple layers, each
layer needs to be limited to a certain thickness. In summary, the near-
surface input space can be seen as a flat volume of a certain thickness
placed at a certain height over the touch surface as shown in Figure
4.1. We call this volume a near-surface input layer.
The thickness of the near-surface input layer has an influence on stateThe absence of
tactile feedback may
lead to state
inaccuracy.
accuracy. For example, if the layer is too thin, the absence of tactile
feedback during midair hovering causes the finger to drift frequently
over and below the layer. The possibility of state inaccuracy is shown
in Figure 4.2. To minimize state inaccuracy in near-surface input, we
conducted two studies to determine appropriate layer thickness and
placement.
Out of 
range 0
1Trackingnear-surface
Dragging
on screen
Touch contact
Touch release
2
Leave
near-surface 
layer
Enter
near-surface 
layer
0
1
2
Drift above
or below the
layer
Desired state transitions When the layer is too thin
Figure 4.2: Left: A desired state model of near-surface input over a
touch screen. Right: Input layers that are too thin cause the user to
drift out of state 1.
4.1 Related Work
In the same volume, the thinner each input layer is, the more layersAlthough thinner
layers are preferred,
but they are more
difficult to use.
can be stacked. Though more layers allow for a richer input channel,
interaction with thin layers is more difficult because of physiological
tremors, positional drifts in human hands [Brown et al., 2003], and the
absence of tactile feedback.
Several works investigated the thickness of midair layers for differentThickness 4 cm for
tangible lens input devices. For example, Spindler et al. [2012] found that users
can hold a tangible magic lens can be held still reliably within 1 cm
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Figure 4.3: Other instruments used in the near-surface layer: tangible
magic lens (left) and stylus (right). (Courtesy of [Spindler et al., 2012]
and [Subramanian et al., 2006], respectively)
layer thickness (Figure 4.3 (left)). However, to allow users to move
the lens horizontally, 4 cm thickness is required for a satisfiable user
experience. In their study, visual feedback was provided only when
the user left the layer.
Subramanian et al. [2006] found that 4 cm thickness is also appropriate Thickness 2–4 cm for
stylusfor stylus input with users’ arm resting on a tabletop touch screen
(Figure 4.3 (right)). However, in follow-up experiments, Kattinakere
et al. [2007] let their participants steer the stylus tip within constrained
interactive volumes. The results indicated that the thickness can be
reduced to 2 cm when the layer is 0.2 cm above the surface. In both
studies, users received a continuous visual indicator of the height of
the stylus tip with respect to the layer.
Will the 4 cm thickness be applicable to the near-surface input with It is unclear whether
4 cm is a suitable
thickness for bare
fingers.
finger? On the one hand, it is possible that all near-surface move-
ments (whether with a fingertip, a stylus, or a tangible magic lens) are
controlled by the same muscles in the upper and lower arm. Thus, the
thickness should be the same. Chan et al. [2010] created a tilted intan-
gible display system, in which the screen seems to appear in the air,
allowing the user to hover, touch, and penetrate the screen. In their
study, participants touched the object that appeared on the screen.
They found that 80% of the touches were also around 4 cm range from
the midair screen. However, in their study, the finger approached the
screen from the right angle, and they did not ask the users to move
their fingers along the screen plane.
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On the other hand, Desmurget et al. [1997] found that the movementFingertip movements
are more curved than
stylus movements.
trajectories of of the fingertip are longer and more curved than those
of the stylus movements in midair. It is possible that the longer move-
ment of the fingertip may necessitate a thicker layer. We investigate
this conundrum in an experimental study below.
4.2 Experiment
To determine the appropriate thickness of near-surface layers, we con-Thickness studies:
A: 1, 2, 3, 4 cm
B: 4, 5, 6, 7 cm
ducted an experiment comparing the thickness of 1, 2, 3, and 4 cm. Af-
ter the experiment, we found that the 4 cm thickness yielded the least
number of errors and fastest completion time. Therefore, we repli-
cated the experiment to compare the 4 cm layer with thicker layers: 5,
6 and 7 cm. Below, we describe both experiments together. Wherever
a distinction is necessary, we will refer to the first experiment as study
A and the replication as study B.
4.2.1 Apparatus
The hardware setup is shown in Figure 4.4. We tracked the 3D positionWe used a
marker-based motion
tracking.
of the fingertip, wrist, and elbow using eight Vicon Bonita cameras
(sub-millimeter accuracy, effective frame rate 100 Hz). On each of the
tracked body parts, we attached a lightweight patch (<8 g) with a
unique constellation of three retroreflective markers. Visual output
was shown on an Apple Cinema Display (49.5 cm × 30.5 cm; 1920 ×
1200 pixels), placed approximately 50 cm away from the user.
4.2.2 Participants
We recruited participants from our campus. In each experiment, we8 participants for
each experiment. had eight participants (6 males and 2 females). The average age of
the participants in study A was 24 years, in study B 26 years. All
participants had a computer science background, normal or corrected
sight, and no motor impairments.
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Fingertip
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Output
space
Input
space
Figure 4.4: The hardware setup for our user studies (left), and the cursor mapping (right)1.
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feedback
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Movement direction
Starting
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Trial starting
point
Visual output on the screen
1 cm
Figure 4.5: Task in the input space (left), on the screen (center) and cursors (right) 1
4.2.3 Task
Our task is based on the 1D tunneling task by Kattinakere et al. [2007] Task: crossing a goal
in midair while
maintaining the
finger in the layer.
(constraining only the height). On the screen, the targets were visual-
ized in 2D as shown in Figure 4.5 (right)1. The participants were asked
to move a test object (red circle) from the starting boundary (green bar)
to a target boundary (red bar). To move the cursor, users had to dwell
the index finger in the near-surface layer (Figure 4.5 left). The position
of the cursor corresponds to the orthogonal projection of the fingertip
onto the surface. Moving the cursor back into the test object automati-
cally grabs the object. Leaving the near-surface layer drops the object,
and the users have to move the cursor into the object to re-grab. We
instructed the users to be as quickly and as accurately as possible.
1Images are modified from [Wacharamanotham et al., 2014].
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4.2.4 Design of the Experiment
In addition to the Thickness levels (study A: 1,2,3,4 cm; study B: 4, 5, 6,4 Thicknesses ×
7 cm), we manipulated two additional independent variables in study
A: Firstly, we controlled whether the users were allowed to rest their
palm on the surface or not (SurfaceSupport). Having support from the2 SurfaceSupports ×
surface could increase finger stability because less muscle activation
is needed to hold the hand. However, resting the palm on the surface
may generate spurious touch input on the screen. We placed the layer
at 0.25 cm above the surface for the support condition, and at 8 cm for
the midair condition.
Secondly, we controlled the InputDistance, which is the distance nec-2 InputDistances ×
essary to move the cursor from the starting boundary to the target
boundary. This distance is in the input space and measured in 2D on
the plane of the desk. We tested two distances: long (10 cm) and short
(1 cm). The long movement condition represents a cursor tracking use
case, while the short movement condition represents a near-surface
gesture shortcut such as selecting an item on a marking menu [Bailly
et al., 2011]. While completing the task in the short distance is possible
by using the wrist movement only, the long distance needs movement
in the lower arm. In both InputDistance conditions, the users could
see the same visual output on the screen. For the short InputDistance
(1 cm), we adjusted the control-display ratio to be 1:10 (moving the
finger 1 cm will move the cursor 10 cm).
There were four repetitions. In each, participants crossed eight targets,8 targets ×
4 repetitions
= 3072 trials per user
in study A
placed around the center of the screen. For study B, we tested only the
Thicknesses levels with long InputDistance and no SurfaceSupports.
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4.2.5 Dependent Variables
To operationalize the fitness of each thickness level, we counted how Definition:
DriftCountmany times the finger drifted below or over the midair layer (Drift-
Count). In order to aim for low DriftCount, users were able to trade
speed for accuracy, by moving their fingers more carefully than nor-
mal.
Thus, we also measured TotalTime: the duration that the user manip- Definition:
TotalTimeulates the object from the starting boundary to the target boundary.
Lower TotalTime indicates that the user moves within the layer with
confidence.
4.2.6 Data Analysis
We removed data from one participant from study B due to extreme
spurious movements (three times longer duration and finger move-
ment distance than the rest).
A suitable thickness should allow users to perform well in all direc- Data aggregation:
Sum(DriftCount),
Mean(Log(TotalTime))
tions. Therefore, we summarize data across all targets by summing
DriftCount. For TotalTime, we log-transformed each measurement be-
fore averaging all across targets. (The results below were anti-logged.)
To calculate means, we used ordinary non-parametric bootstrapping Bootstrap procedure
for calculating means(10,000 replicates). CIs were calculated with the bias-corrected and
accelerated method (BCa). Some confidence intervals are asymmetric,
which reflects the distribution of the data. All error bars are 95% CIs.
To calculate the differences between means, we used the 4 cm thick- Bootstrap procedure
for calculating the
differences between
means
ness as the baseline. (As mentioned above, the 4 cm thickness was
recommended to be used with both stylus and tangible magic lens.)
The same bootstrap process was used to sample within-subjects dif-
ferences (grouped appropriately by InputDistance and SurfaceSupport).
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4.2.7 Results
We first describe the results that are common from both study A andWe first analyze
InputDistance = large
SurfaceSupport = no
study B (large (10 cm) InputDistance with no SurfaceSupport). Figure
4.6 (on page 71) shows descriptive statistics for all layer thicknesses.
As expected, there is a tendency that both dependent variables were
lower in thicker layers, but the benefit was diminishing.
The within-subjects differences of DriftCount from the baseline (Thick-DriftCount in the
1 cm thickness was
outstandingly worse.
ness = 4 cm) are shown in the left charts below. In the 1 cm thickness,
the confidence interval of DriftCount is farther right from zero than
in other thickness levels. This is a strong evidence that the partici-
pants tended to make much more errors. In thicker layers, DriftCount
is closer to the baseline. The 2 cm and 3 cm thicknesses still yielded
higher DriftCount, but they were much lower compared to the 1 cm.
Adding thickness beyond 4 cm seems to improve DriftCount. How-Layers thicker than 4
cm benefit less. ever, the differences seem to be smaller than between 3 cm and 4 cm.
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For TotalTime, the right charts above shows the within-subjects differ-TotalTime decreases
for thicker layers.
The reduction
tapered off around
the 4 cm thickness.
ences. This plot is in ratio with respect to the baseline (Thickness =
4 cm). For example, in the 1 cm layer, participants took around 3–4
times the duration they took in the 4 cm layer. Similar to the Drift-
Count, our participants were faster in the thicker layers. The differ-
ences among the thickness levels above 4 cm are much smaller than
those below 4 cm.
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Figure 4.6: The descriptive statistics of DriftCount and TotalTime by Thickness. Top: collective
results of study A and B (large InputDistance with no SurfaceSupport). In each plot, the results
from study A is to the left of the dashed line, and from the study B to the right. Middle and
bottom: The results from study B, broken down by InputDistance and SurfaceSupport. Each
point indicates the mean across participants.
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We now focus on study A, which involves two InputDistance and twoThe effect of
InputDistance ×
SurfaceSupport
SurfaceSupport. The middle panels of Figure 4.6 show the descriptive
statistics of the DriftCount. The charts below show the within-subjects
differences for the midair condition. The baseline for each graph is
the 4 cm thickness in the same InputDistance conditions. Some of the
point estimates are outside the CI due to the bias correction in the BCa
method. Interpretations should focus on the CIs.
For the short movement distance (1 cm), the 3 cm thickness seems toThe 3 cm thickness
is feasible for short
movements in midair.
yield similar DriftCount and TotalTime. However, this similarity di-
minished in the longer movement distance (10 cm).
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The charts below show the differences for the condition with surfaceThe surface support
reduces the
differences across
conditions.
support. The effect of thicknesses are smaller than those in midair.
However, the 4 cm thickness seems to be constantly superior than
other thicknesses.
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4.2.8 Discussion
Thicker layers have lower DriftCount and TotalTime than thinner lay- General
recommendation for
thickness: 4 cm
ers. However, the reduction in both dependent variables is much
smaller when the thickness is beyond 4 cm. This suggests that making
layers thicker will not have much benefit. Therefore, we recommend
4 cm as a general thickness level, which is applicable for longer move-
ment (10 cm) without resting the arms on the surface.
However, for the interaction in short input distances, the 2 cm thick- Special case: short
distance movements
may use 2 cm.
ness is likely to perform as well. For example, when the near-surface
space is used for invoking a marking menu. Once the menu appears,
the user just needs to move the finger in a short distance to select an
item.
Our results agree with the thicknesses in the literature for other de- Our results agree
with the findings in
stylus and tangible
magic lens.
vices (stylus and tangible magic lens). In particular, our results agree
with the findings from Spindler et al. [2012] and Subramanian et al.
[2006]. However, Kattinakere et al. [2007] recommended a thinner
layer (2 cm). This is likely due to the continuous visual indicator of
the height from the surface. (Our studies and that of Spindler et al.
[2012] provided visual feedback only when the user drifted outside
the layer.) From these consistent findings, it is possible that the 4 cm
thickness may be generalizable to other hand-held devices.
4.3 Limitations and future work
We had a small number of participants with a bias towards male Future work: The
influences of physical
strength
users. Since the ability to maintain finger position depends on muscle
strength, it is possible that the gender of users influences their per-
formance. Nevertheless, we do not have adequate evidence from our
data to indicate such difference.
Previous findings by Kattinakere et al. [2007] indicate that it is possi- Future work: Placing
layer nearer to the
surface.
ble to use thinner layers when they are placed nearer (0.2 cm) to the
surface. Although we tested two layer heights (0.25 and 8 cm), these
heights were used to control whether the users could rest their hand
on the surface or not. A lower height may potentially reduce muscle
load, and allow users to stay stable in thinner layers. Nevertheless,
placing the near-surface input layer too close to the surface may result
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in the ambiguity between on-surface versus near-surface state. In par-
ticular, for capacitive touch screens, there is an electrical field outside
of the screen for touch detection. A finger hovering very close may be
registered as a touch. Further studies as well as sensor development
are needed to investigate this balance.
4.4 Reflection
The conclusion of the re-analysis agrees with the published paper,Statistical estimation
improves awareness
of data anomaly
[Wacharamanotham et al., 2014]. During the preparation of the paper,
we used null-hypothesis significance tests (NHSTs). In the re-analysis
presented in this chapter, we used bootstrapped statistical estimation.
This method forced me to be more aware of the effect size in each
step of inference. This revealed data anomaly in study B, which was
further diagnosed and removed from the analysis, as mentioned in
section 4.2.6.
To interpret statistical estimates and confidence intervals, many plotsEnforced iterations
on data visualization
simplifies plots of the
results.
were created. Choosing the parameters of the plot (abscissa, ordinate,
shapes, and facets) to communicate the results is more demanding
than in the previous analysis. When NHSTs were used, we treated the
plots as an auxiliary evidence: The main interpretations were based
on statistical significance. In contrast, in the re-analysis, appropriate
plot parameters are necessary to reach any interpretation as well. This
enforcement results in graphics that are much simpler to understand
than the original paper.
“Numerical quantities focus on expected values, graphical sum-
maries on unexpected values.” —John Tukey (1915–2000)
4.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we took a look at the state inaccuracy in the near-
surface input layers that are too thin. To address this problem, we de-
termined the appropriate thickness that allows users’ finger to stably
dwell inside. In the next chapter, we discuss a use of the near-surface
layer for haptic feedback.
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Chapter 5
Reducing Drifts with Haptic
Feedback
To start off this chapter, I would like to invite the reader for an ex-
periment. First, place this page flat on a firm surface, e.g., your desk.
Then, imagine that the two circles, A and B, below are two buttons on
a touch screen. With the index finger of the your dominant hand, try
pressing these two buttons alternatively (A, B, A, B, ...) for 20 times
each with the eyes closed. On the last touch, keep your finger in con-
tact with the page, and look where it touches.
A B
Publications: The work in this chapter was done in collaboration with Malte Weiss and Simon
Voelker. Part of this work was published as a short paper and a demo at UIST 2011 conference [Weiss
et al., 2011]. The author of this dissertation contributed to the design of the experiments, data analysis,
and implementation of the demo.
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A B
Figure 5.1: A possible trace of contact points. Without visual awareness of the targets and
the finger position, drifts occur.
Where was your last touch? It would be no big surprise if it driftedWithout visual
feedback, touches
gradually drift away
from the targets
away from the buttons. A plot showing your contact points may be
similar to what is shown in Figure 5.1. In fact, this phenomenon was
studied by Brown et al. [2003]. They asked participants to alternate
their touch between a starting point and a target on a flat surface for
75 repetitions. After the first 5 repetitions, they took away visual feed-
back of the finger and the target. On average, the participants’ finger
drifted 8 centimeters away from the initial position. They surmised
that drifts accumulate because human positional control system de-
pends on visual feedback of limb position.
The drifting touch problem happens on touch screens when the visualDrifting occurs when
using touch screens
eyes-free.
attention is demanded elsewhere. For example, when transcribing
text using a touch screen keyboard. In a study conducted by [Find-
later et al., 2011], expert typists were assigned to transcribe text on
a touch screen with and without showing visual layout of the key-
board. The contact points in the invisible condition deviated further
than when the keyboard was visible. In summary, using touch screen
eyes-free reduces space accuracy.
In this chapter, we describe FingerFlux, a prototypical system thatThe differences
between this chapter
and previous
publications
substitutes visual feedback with haptic feedback from electromagnetic
actuation. Weiss [2012], a co-author of FingerFlux, already published
an extended discussion on FingerFlux in his dissertation, which is
summarized in the next section. The remainder of this chapter ex-
pands the data analysis concerning drift reductions.
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5.1 FingerFlux Recap
To provide context for the rest of this chapter, this section summarizes
works that add haptic feedback on touch screens. Then, we briefly
summarize the FingerFlux prototype and two user studies.
5.1.1 Haptic Feedback On and Over Touch Screens
Haptic feedback on touch screens can be provided from three loca- Approaches in
providing haptic
feedback:
1. on-screen
tions: from the screen itself upon contact, from a physical device worn
by users, or from a projection of feedback directly onto users’ hands.
In the first category, a strong feedback from the screen can be provided
by vibrating the entire screen [Fukumoto and Sugimura, 2001]. Tesla-
Touch provides a more subtle feedback by changing friction between
users’ skin and the screen with electrovibration [Bau et al., 2010]. It is
also possible to change stiffness of the screen itself. Jansen et al. [2010]
used a latex pouch as a screen. The pouch is filled with magenetorhe-
ologic fluid which can be manipulated by an electromagnetic field.
In the second category, haptic feedback may be generated by a physi- 2. user
instrumentation and
hand-held devices
cal device that is held or worn by users. In the Haptic Tabletop Puck,
the feedback is provided through a tangible enclosing a rod that can
mechanically change its height according to the content on the screen
below the puck [Marquardt et al., 2009]. Madgets tabletop uses elec-
tromagnetic actuation to control tangible widgets on touch screens
[Weiss et al., 2010a]. In Senseable Rays, Rekimoto [2009] used an ac-
tuator worn on fingernails to provide tactile feedback. Another ap-
proach is to radiate laser through a thin elastic tape worn on users’
fingers to create tactile sensation Lee et al. [2015]. The Senseable Rays
and the laser radiation can be appropriated to provide haptic feedback
prior to touching the screen.
In the third category, feedback is projected by, e.g., an array of air 3. projection of
feedback onto users’
hands
jets [Suzuki and Kobayashi, 2005] or ultrasound emitters [Hoshi et al.,
2010, Monnai et al., 2014]. However, these technologies are yet to be
mature enough to apply to touch screens. They require placing haptic
projectors at the same side of the screen to project the haptic feedback
to users’ finger pads. This would sacrifice the quality of either the
haptic or visual output of touch screens.
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5.1.2 FingerFlux Operating Principles and the Prototype
FingerFlux consists of an array of electromagnets, situated below aFingerFlux uses
electromagnets
below the touch
screen to actuate
permanent magnets
attached to
fingertips.
touch screen (Figure 5.2), and small permanent magnets attached to
users’ fingers. To provide haptic feedback for a finger that is near
the screen surface, FingerFlux changes the polarization of each elec-
tromagnet. This creates a magnetic force field that attracts, repels, or
sends vibrations to the permanent magnets. As a result, FingerFlux
can softly push or pull the fingertip in certain directions. It can also
create a feeling of bumps or vibration when the fingertip is near the
surface, e.g., about to press a dangerous button.
Figure 5.3 shows an electromagnetic rendering scheme for two but-A haptic feedback
scheme for two
buttons.
tons. The permanent magnet at the fingertip has a negative pole (-)
facing the surface. To attract the finger towards a button, the center of
the button is rendered with the opposite polarity (+). Meanwhile, the
area around the button is rendered with the same polarity (-), repuls-
ing the fingertip away from hitting on the area outside the buttons. We
used this rendering scheme to investigate how haptic feedback helps
reducing drifts.
Permanent
magnet Touch screen
Electromagnets
Magnet core
Figure 5.2: The FingerFlux prototype. An array of electromagnets,
placed below a touch screen. Powering these electromagnets creates
a magnetic force field that attracts or repels the permanent magnet at
the fingertip. (Left image courtesy of [Weiss et al., 2011])
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Figure 5.3: Left: A haptic feedback rendering scheme for two buttons (blue circles). Right: a
cross-sectional view of the button row. The center of the buttons attracts the fingertip, while
the area outside repulses. (Modified images from [Weiss et al., 2011].)
5.2 Experiment: Reducing Drifts with
Haptic Feedback
To evaluate whether FingerFlux reduces drifts, we used a reaching task Task: tapping two
targets alternately.[Brown et al., 2003, Gordon et al., 1994]. The participants were asked
to press two targets alternately on the screen. Each trial is a press on Seven trials with
vision and 22 trials
without
the left target. In the first seven trials, the participants were allowed
to see the targets and were asked to memorize their movements. Af-
terwards, they closed their eyes and continued for 22 trials.
During the eyes-free trials, the contact points on the left target drifted Dependent variable:
cumulative driftfrom the original position. Each time, the subsequent contact point
drifted slightly from the previous one. These small drifts may accu-
mulate over time, resulting in a large deviation from the first contact
point. To quantify this deviation, Brown et al. [2003] defined cumu-
Trial 1
Trial 3
Trial 4
Trial 5
Trial 2
lative drift as the Euclidean distance between the initial contact point
and the current contact point. The cumulative drift is our main de-
pendent variable.
In their study, Brown et al. [2003] found that cumulative drifts in- Independent variable
with vs. without
haptic feedback
crease over trials when the vision is absent. We surmised that the pres-
ence of haptic feedback from FingerFlux would reduce the cumulative
drifts. All participants tested both conditions, the order was counter-
balanced. There were ten participants (age: 23–29; two females; all
right-handed).
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“pressed”
coordinate of registered contact point
“released”
17 mm
15 mm
Figure 5.4: Hardware setup for the user study. Left: the marker setup.
Right: The touch recognition thresholding.
(Modified images from [Weiss et al., 2011].)
5.2.1 Apparatus
All participants used the index finger of the dominant hand. TheyA marker and two
permanent magnets
were attached to the
fingertip
wore a retro-reflective marker on their fingernail and two cylindrical
neodymium magnets (each has 10 mm diameter, 2 mm height) on the
finger pad.
For the precision in position tracking, we used eight Vicon Bonita cam-Motion tracking
system with
hysteresis
thresholding.
eras to track the marker on the users’ fingers. As shown in Figure 5.4,
a “press” event is fired when the marker is closer than 15 mm from
the surface, and a “release” event is fired when the marker is lifted
higher than 17 mm from the surface. The contact point is the orthogo-
nal projection of the marker on to the surface when the marker is at its
lowest position. The press event of the first trial is used to represent
the center of the button according to the mental model of each user.
We used Madgets Table from [Weiss et al., 2010a]. The magnetic actua-Madgets table was
used. tion scheme is shown in Figure 5.3. Each magnet was driven with full
power (40 V): A force of 0.8 N is needed to lift a neodymium perma-
nent magnet (10 mm diameter, 2 mm height) from the surface [Weiss,
2012].
Two circular buttons with a diameter of 25 mm were displayed onThe appearance of
the buttons the surface. The center of each button was at the center of the elec-
tromagnets. The gap between the two buttons (measured from their
circumferences) is 40 mm (two electromagnets). Both of buttons were
drawn in outline, and filled when they were pressed.
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5.2.2 Data Analysis
Due to errors in the motion tracking system, we removed 13 trials
from our analysis. In these trials, the contact points were reported
more than 10 cm away from the test area.
To summarize the data of in each trial, we calculated mean and 95% Bootstrapping was
used in analysis.CI of the data from all participants. We used ordinary non-parametric
bootstrapping (10,000 replicates) to calculate the means, and we used
the bias-corrected and accelerated method (BCa) to calculate the CIs.
All error bars are 95% CIs.
In the analysis below, we also grouped trials in ranges and compared Trial groups: vision,
early no-vision, and
late no-vision
cumulative drifts among them. We excluded the first and the last trial
to prevent the effect of onset and ending. For the same reason, we
excluded trial 8, which is the first trial when the vision was absent.
From the rest of the trials, we drew three ranges: vision (trial 2–7), early
no-vision (trial 9–14), late no-vision (trial 23–28). When we compared
these ranges, we first calculated the difference between matched pairs
of trials (e.g., trial 2 vs. 9, 3 vs. 10, etc.) within each participant. The
differences were then averaged for each participant. The final mean
and CIs are calculated by bootstrapping from these averages.
In addition to the cumulative drifts which were reported in [Weiss Additional analyses:
drift accumulation
rate and drift
direction
et al., 2011, Weiss, 2012], we performed an exploratory data analysis
on the drift accumulation rate (first derivative of cumulative drift with
respect to trial number) and the drift direction. For the direction, we
used circular statistics to calculate means and SDs. Hence, 359◦ and
0◦ were treated as closer to each other than 359◦ and 350◦.
5.2.3 Result
Figure 5.5 shows the contact points on the left target from each partic- The haptic feedback
reduces average
distances.
ipant. The average direction and distance of each participant is shown
in the inset of Figure 5.5. For all participants, haptic feedback reduced
the average distance of contact points from the original position.
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10 mm
With haptic
No haptic
10 mm
With haptic
No haptic
Figure 5.5: Contact points from each of the ten participants. The haptic feedback apparently
reduces drifts. Only left targets were shown. Subsequent trials are connected with a line. The
circle represents the button that is visible to the participants. The first trial always started at
the center of the button. The inset shows the average direction and distance of these contact
points.
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Figure 5.6: Cumulative drift across trials in each condition. The
dashed line indicates the first trial without vision. Each point is the
mean across users. Each error bar is the 95% CI of mean.
As shown in Figure 5.6, the cumulative drifts (the distance from the The haptic feedback
reduces cumulative
drifts.
first contact point) increased over trials for both conditions. There
seems to be a sharp increase immediately after the vision was absent.
The drifts stabilize afterwards. However, when haptic feedback was
provided, the cumulative drift appears to be shorter and accumulated
slower. In Figure 5.7, we compared the vision range (trial 2–7) with
the late no-vision range (trial 23–28). We used the vision range of the
non-haptic condition as the baseline (zero). In the late range of the
non-haptic condition, the value is on the right of zero, indicating that
this condition yielded larger drifts than the baseline. Between the two
late ranges, the large difference between the haptic and non-haptic
conditions is a strong evidence that haptic feedback reduces cumula-
tive drifts when operating eyes-free. However, the late haptic range
still has higher drift than the vision ranges. This indicates that our
haptic feedback is still not a full substitute for vision.
l
l
lLate, no haptic
Late, with haptic
Vision, with haptic
0 10 20 30
Higher cumulative drift than baseline (mm)
Figure 5.7: The difference in cumulative drifts among trial ranges. The
haptic feedback reduces the drift in the late trial range. The baseline
is the vision range without haptic feedback.
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To analyze how fast drifts accumulated, we compared the slope ofHaptic feedback
slows down drift
accumulation.
the cumulative drift. Higher slopes indicate that drifts accumulate
quickly. Figure 5.8 shows the within-subjects differences of the slope
in the trial ranges. Early after the vision was taken out (trial 9–14),
the slopes were higher in both conditions. However, between the two
haptic conditions, the slope was lower when haptic feedback was pro-
vided (1.04 mm/trial 95% CI [0.32, 1.79]). This suggests that haptic
feedback causes the drift to accumulate slower. In the late period,
drifts accumulation rate stabilized in both conditions. This suggests
that the participants adapted to the influence of haptic feedback and
produced stable drift distances.
Higher slope of cumulative drift than the vision, no haptic range (mm/trial)
Figure 5.8: The differences in the rate of change in cumulative drift.
Drifts accumulate slower in the haptic condition.
In terms of direction that the contact points drift, Figure 5.9 shows theHaptic feedback
consistently changes
the drift direction to
compensate the
natural cumulative
drifts.
standard deviation (circular SD) of cumulative drift directions (cal-
culated from a sliding window of five trials). The SD is high when
the direction changes frequently. Otherwise, it is low. Without haptic
feedback, the SDs are consistently low from trial 15 onward, indicat-
ing that the users drifted in a consistent direction after the vision was
removed. In the same trial numbers, the haptic condition yielded rel-
atively higher SDs. This suggested that haptic feedback helped the
participants to consistently change the direction of drift, hence com-
pensating the natural cumulative drifts.
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Figure 5.9: The SD of cumulative drift direction across trials. The low
SD in the non-haptic condition indicates a systematic drift direction.
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5.2.4 Discussion
Our results in the non-haptic condition confirm those reported in Our results support
the existence of drifts
in eyes-free input.
[Brown et al., 2003]. Taking out vision causes the contact points to
drift, and these drifts accumulate over time (Figure 5.6) in a consis-
tent direction (Figure 5.9). Nevertheless, this is unsurprising because
the length of the gap (40 mm in ours; 150 mm in [Brown et al., 2003])
influences the cumulative drift distance [Gordon et al., 1994]. Our par-
ticipants accumulate drifts at a similar speed as in [Brown et al., 2003].
The speed was close to 3 mm/trial in the early trials and close to 0
mm/trial in the late trials.
By introducing the haptic feedback with electromagnetic force field, FingerFlux reduces
drifts in eyes-free
touches.
the cumulative drifts distance was reduced (Figure 5.7) and the rate of
accumulation was slowed down (Figure 5.8). Supposed that a system
similar to FingerFlux will be used in a touch screen. Upon detecting
that the user is not looking at the screen, such system can activate
haptic feedback to reduce drifts.
Nevertheless, there are still higher drifts on a touch screen with hap- The haptic feedback
alone cannot replace
vision.
tic feedback than when used with vision. Further UI adaptation may
be necessary. For example, enlarging the button sizes during eyes-
free usage. According to Figure 5.7, without FingerFlux, these buttons
should be enlarged from the current diameter 25 mm to 55 mm. In
our configuration, this enlargement would already make two buttons
overlap. With FingerFlux, however, the button can be only around 10
mm wider, leaving the two buttons separated.
According to Figure 5.6 drifts seems to be quickly stabilized (around Other factors:
proprioception,
ballistic movement
force
trial 25 without haptic and trial 12 with haptic). The reason for this
stabilization could be the proprioception, which determines the upper
bound of the drift distance. In our experiment the buttons were 40
mm apart. On the one hand, drift reduction may be accomplished
by placing the buttons closer to each other. For example, when the
distance requires moving only the metacarpalphalangeal joint. In such
situation, the benefit of the haptic feedback may be less pronounced.
on the other hand, placing the buttons further away may risk reducing
the benefit from the haptic feedback. For example, when the force
exerted by the arm during the ballistic movement is far greater than
the electromagnetic force.
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Figure 5.10: Alternative placements of the permanent magnets. (Courtesy of [Weiss, 2012].)
5.3 Limitations and Future Work
The attraction and repulsion forces in FingerFlux depend on both theExplore different
strengths of the force
field.
electromagnetic array below the screen and the permanent magnet at-
tached to the fingertip. We have explored only a single parameter set,
which is specific to our hardware setup. Further studies could inves-
tigate how increasing the strength of the magnetic force field (e.g., by
increasing the voltage) would influence the quality of haptic feedback.
Having a permanent magnet attached to the fingertip can be cumber-Explore different
placements and
associated actuation
scheme.
some. Different placements of the magnet (e.g., in Figure 5.10) are
possible to leave the finger pad exposed. Different electromagnetic
actuation schemes may be required for these alternative placements,
especially when the face of the permanent magnet is not parallel to
the touch screen.
5.4 Reflection
In the original paper [Weiss et al., 2011], visual evidences similar toClearer quantification
of drifts. Figure 5.5 and 5.6 were used to substantiate the drift reduction. In this
chapter, we compared the differences by focusing on specific ranges
of trials. As a result, the differences are interpretable in terms of but-
ton sizes (Figure 5.7), enabling us to relate the discussion to design
implication (e.g., button size). Additional findings from exploratory
analysis (the rate of drift accumulation and the changes in drift direc-
tions) further support the results we previously reported.
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In this chapter, we described drifts that occur when using touch screen
without vision. This is a space accuracy problem. To address this
problem, we created a system that guides users’ fingertips with a mag-
netic force field. In the next chapter, we will tie all findings from the
four use cases that we described together.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
Although direct input with fingertips on touch screens is beneficial for There are two types
of touch input
accuracy: space and
state accuracy
user interactions, the directness of input and the bareness of fingertips
pose a challenge to the input accuracy. This thesis investigates issues
in two types of fundamental touch input accuracy: space accuracy
(“where it is being touched”) and state accuracy (“whether it is be-
ing touched”). Four usage scenarios concerning the input accuracies We investigated the
two types of
accuracy in four
usage scenarios.
were considered: the touch-based selection technique for users with
hand tremors, the state-switching technique for indirect multi-touch
systems, the thickness of the near-surface input layer, and the haptic
guidance with magnetic force. In this chapter, we first recapitulate our
contribution in the individual areas. Following this, we discuss how
these investigations suggest possible design strategies for both types
of accuracy. We then describe possible research directions and revisit
the raison d’eˆtre of the dichotomy between space and state accuracy.
6.1 Contributions
Our first contribution benefits users with hand tremors. Involuntary Swabbing addresses
state and space
inaccuracy caused
by hand tremors.
movements in hand tremors impede touch screen input. Tremor oscil-
lations parallel to the screen surface cause users to miss the intended
targets, degrading space accuracy. The oscillation in the direction or-
thogonal to the screen surface causes spurious contacts and lifts, re-
ducing state accuracy. To address these problems, we investigated
how touch screen input techniques (in particular, tapping and swip-
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ing) influence the tremor oscillation. Based on this knowledge, we
designed swabbing, an input technique for selecting targets on touch
screens. Our user studies show that users can select targets more ac-
curately with swabbing.
Our second contribution targets at indirect multi-touch systems. SuchWe tested four
state-switching
techniques for
indirect multi-touch
systems.
systems combine a horizontal touch screen with a vertical display, al-
lowing users to use expressive multi-touch input in an ergonomic sit-
ting posture. However, the increased distance between input and out-
put space makes it difficult for users to accurately activate the desired
position upon touch contacts, which is a problem in space accuracy.
To improve space accuracy, touch contacts were repurposed to track
cursors. This necessitates a switching technique to engage the cursors
(which corresponds to depressing a mouse button). In other words,The tap technique
yielded the best state
accuracy.
changing the space accuracy problem to a state accuracy problem. We
empirically compared four state-switching techniques and found that
the tap technique yielded the best state accuracy.
Our third contribution informs the design of input techniques nearWe found the
thickness of 4 cm to
be a sweet spot for
the near-surface
input layer.
the surface of touch screens. Such techniques augment touch screens
with near-surface sensing that can locate the position of fingertips in a
thin layer above the screen surface. On the one hand, input layers that
are too thin are difficult to maintain the finger inside. The fingers are
likely to drift below and above the layer, resulting in state inaccuracy.
On the other hand, input layers that are too thick limit the possible
number of layers that can be stacked on each other. Through experi-
mental studies, we found that the thickness of 4 cm allows the fingers
to stay accurately inside the layer without an excess toll on manipu-
lation speed. We also found that increasing the thickness more than 4
cm is not especially beneficial.
Our fourth contribution is a prototypical system to guide users’ fin-We used magnetic
force to guide users’
fingertips, reducing
drifts.
gertips. When touch screens are used without vision, touches tend
to drift away from the intended targets, reducing space accuracy. To
improve accuracy, we presented FingerFlux, a system that provides
haptic feedback prior to touch contact. The system consists of an ar-
ray of electromagnets and a permanent magnet that users wear on
their fingertips. By changing the polarity of electromagnets, the per-
manent magnet can be vibrated, pulled toward, or pushed away from
the screen. Our study showed that the haptic feedback reduces drifts
when the user taps two targets alternatively without vision.
These contributions can be summarized in the Table 6.1.
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6.2 Design Strategies for Space Accuracy and
State Accuracy
From the works described above, we draw two design strategies for
improving space and state accuracy for touch input.
6.2.1 Strategy 1: Add State 1 to Improve Space Accuracy;
Be Careful Not to Reduce State Accuracy.
Providing feedback for users’ actions is one of the golden rules in userThe importance of
feedback is well
known.
interface design [Shneiderman et al., 2009]. Rapid and continuous
feedback was also identified as an essential element in direct manip-
ulation user interfaces by Hutchins et al. [1985] because it “removes
the perception of the computer as intermediary” and allows users
to “watch the action take place, monitoring [the state of the system]
much like [...] monitor[ing] interactions with the physical world”.
Problems in space accuracy occur in touch screen input because of theTouch screens lack
immediate feedback
during aiming (no
state 1).
absence of continuous feedback for aiming. Making a touch contact on
the screen changes from input state 0 to input state 2. Typical touch
Out of range Dragging
Releasetouch
Touchcontact
20
systems provide feedback after touch contacts; however, no feedback
is provided during aiming due to the absence of input state 1. Al-
though users may perceive the position of their fingertip relative to
the screen, the size of the fingertip as well as the parallax effect be-
tween the top of the finger and the finger pad [Holz and Baudisch,
2011] impede accurate touch contacts. Augmenting state 1 (aiming) to
provide immediate feedback can improve space accuracy.
Immediate feedback for aiming has been used to improve space accu-Works in the
literature add
immediate feedback
in state 1.
racy in the literature. For example, to address the fat finger problem
(page 2), touch contacts are repurposed to show cursors on the screen
(state 1), and additional gestures are used to activate the target (state
2). Examples of such gestures are lifting the finger [Potter et al., 1988]
or rocking the finger on the screen [Benko et al., 2006].
Similarly, our work addressed the space accuracy problem by addingOur works also add
immediate feedback
in state 1.
state 1. In indirect multi-touch systems, touching a horizontal touch
screen shows cursors on a vertical screen (Chapter 3). For users with
hand tremors, immediate feedback was provided while performing
the swabbing gesture (Chapter 2). In FingerFlux, although we did
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not add any input states, hovering the finger near the screen surface
allows users to perceive haptic feedback from the magnetic force, re-
ducing drifts in eyes-free tapping (Chapter 5).
However, additional input states may create state inaccuracy. Each of The added states
should not degrade
state accuracy.
the additional states requires at least two switching techniques to tran-
sition in and out of the state. Designers should ensure that these new
transitions are unambiguous with the existing transition and can be
controlled reliably by users. Our investigation in state-switching tech-
niques for indirect multi-touch systems (Chapter 3) is an apt example.
There, we investigated the effect of state-switching techniques from
simple to complex tasks (single-touch, two-touch, and two-hand). Al-
though several techniques are viable in easy tasks, only the tap tech-
nique performed well in complex tasks.
6.2.2 Strategy 2: Improve State Accuracy by Accommodating
Users’ Abilities
State inaccuracy, whether inherent in the interaction technique or in-
curred upon applying strategy 1, can be addressed either by adding
feedback on the states or by designing state transitions that accommo-
dating users’ abilities.
Works in the literature added visual feedback to indicate input state. Adding visual
feedback can
improve state
accuracy.
For example, Wigdor et al. [2009] visualized the state of touch contacts
by rendering a ripple animation centered on the contact points, anal-
ogous to when touching the surface of a still waterbed. In this work,
different animations were used to indicate whether a touch captures
a virtual object (animation: contracting circle) or not (expanding cir-
cle). In the near-surface input, Kattinakere et al. [2007] continuously
show the height of the tip of a graphics stylus from the surface with a
vertical progress bar that follows the cursor.
However, visual feedback may be undesirable in some situations. Fre- These include
situations in which
visual feedback is not
applicable.
quent animations from the visual feedback may clutter the screen,
adding cognitive load to users. For example, in an application for cre-
ating graphical animation, having animated visual feedback for every
touch may steal visual attention, resulting in frustrated users. More-
over, users cannot benefit from visual feedback when they are out of
their locus of attention—e.g., during eyes-free use.
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Therefore, to ensure state accuracy, techniques for state transitionsConsider leveraging
users’ motor control
and proprioception to
minimize visual
feedback.
should be designed according to the users’ abilities, which are the sta-
bility of users’ motor control and users’ proprioception of hands and
fingers. This may allow reducing visual feedback to minimal or elimi-
nating it altogether. Our study on the thickness of the near-surface in-
put layer exemplifies this strategy (Chapter 4). Even without continu-
ous feedback on the fingertip height (we only indicate when the finger
is out of the layer), users can still maintain their fingers reliably within
the same layer thickness as in when continuous feedback is provided
(e.g., [Kattinakere et al., 2007]). By focusing on user’s abilities (instead
of their disabilities), alternative input techniques can be designed to
improve both types of accuracy—e.g., in Swabbing (Chapter 2).
6.3 Future Work
On top of the future work mentioned at the end of Chapters 2–5, below
are two possible meta-level research directions:
As discussed above, it is possible to improve space accuracy at the costA pattern language
for space and state
accuracy can be
created from the two
strategies above.
of state accuracy. Beyond the literature and our work, this pattern may
be repeated in other touch input techniques or in other input devices.
Improving space accuracy by adding input states may incur problems
in state accuracy, and these problems may be solved by similar solu-
tions. An organized collection of lessons learned from these trade-offs
in a pattern language format could aid future interaction designers by
providing caveats and suggesting possible solutions. The two strate-
gies above can be considered as a starting point.
Input accuracy is an abstract concept that can be quantified only with aIt is important to
derive a common set
of accuracy
measures for state
accuracy.
concrete definition, called accuracy measures. For space accuracy, many
measures are well established, such as MacKenzie et al. [2001]’s seven
measure for pointing devices. These accuracy measures capture dif-
ferent facets of space accuracy, which can be used to indicate specific
strengths and weaknesses between input techniques. For state accu-
racy, however, the common measurement is the error rate. The defi-
nition of error rate often varies by the task used in each experiment,
making it hard to compare the results across experiments. A possibleChapters 3 and 4
provide some data
points to start with.
future work is to establish common state accuracy measures with a
set of reference values from standard input devices. Chapters 3 and 4
provide several accuracy measures and reference values as a basis for
establishing the common set of state accuracy measures.
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Space accuracy and state accuracy were derived from the definition of Alternative view:
state accuracy is the
third dimension of
space accuracy.
touch screens by Buxton et al. [1985]. However, it is possible to con-
test this dichotomy by reducing both types into space accuracy with a
third dimension indicating the states. This is a valid perspective, espe-
cially when the input state is determined by continuous movements.
For example, in the near-surface input, the input state is determined
by the height of the finger. The height is controlled by moving the fin-
ger orthogonal to the screen (along the Z-axis), which is similar to the
movement that controls the position on the screen (the X- and Y-axis).
Therefore, a finger drifting above or below the layer can be viewed as
a mistake in space accuracy.
Nevertheless, we argue that considering state accuracy separately State accuracy
concerns with
discrete levels and
therefore is easier to
tackle.
from space accuracy makes the problems in input accuracy easier to
tackle. Firstly, it is easier to tackle state inaccuracy individually be-
cause it is concerned with discrete levels. Distinguishing input errors
is clear-cut (“Is the current input state correct or not?”). In contrast,
space accuracy concerns a continuous space on the screen. The defini-
tion of error in space accuracy (i.e., “How much deviation is consid-
ered inaccurate?”) can be judgmental, and appropriate error thresh-
olds could vary across tasks.
Secondly, space and state accuracy may be addressed by different so- The decomposition
into state accuracy
allows more detailed
investigation.
lutions. Each of the solutions for state inaccuracy can be tested inde-
pendently at the different difficulty levels without influences of space
accuracy. For example, in Chapter 3, in which we compared state-
switching techniques, although the tap technique is generally well
performed, the hold technique can also be used when dwelling long
in state 2 is needed; however, it is not to be used by two fingers of the
same hand. These details may not be apparent when considering the
problem in terms of 3D space accuracy.
Thirdly, this separation allows trading one type of accuracy for an- State accuracy can
be traded in for
space accuracy.
other, as described in strategy 1 above. With these merits, we believe
that the dichotomy between space and state accuracy serves well as
one thinking tool in the mental toolbox of each interaction designer.
“Essentially, all models are wrong, but some are useful.”
—Box and Draper [1986]
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